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In Our 98th Year T Murray, l(f., Thursday Afternoon- Feloruary 3, 1977
Richard Valentine, director of the newly established community Children's Theatre looks over a script. Auditions forthe first production will beheld at the Calloway County Public Library on Tuesday. Februars 8 from 1:10 to p. m,
Area Development District To
Plan Regional Bikeway System
With the recent strong interest
exhibited in bikeways and hiking trails
as well as other outdoor recreation
activities, the Purchase Area
Development District has undertaken
planning of a-bikeway system for the
entire region. Before any federal_ or
state monies • -for construction--qf 
bikeways can be obtained a complete
approved plan-must be submitted to the
Kentuciy Department of Tran-
sportation_ by Julia-of -this- year,
spokesman said.
Over $2million was allocated in- the
last legislative session to develop
bicycle facilities in the state.
Therefore, plans are Currently un-
derway to determine the actual need
and cost of the bikeway project, the
spokesman-said,-- - - - -
"Bike trails have met with succes in
several parts of the country to date,"
the spokesman _said. ',:An eaample of
this is the Elroy-Sparta bikevilly trail in
Wisconsin. This trail opened in 1967, has
become ._. a_ tourist attraction for
Wisconsin. Each.srear has seen a 45 per
cent increase in usage to a point where
last year the bike trail drew some 40,000
riders, many of them from out of state.
"The Purchase area has many scenic
attractions which would be most
conducive to trails and which would
enhance the already booming tourist
industry within our area.- The present
energy crisis still uponus also serves as
a plus in that bikes are now often used
as a mode of transportation in addition
to recreational vehicles. --- -
"Efforts are already .underway to
establish a Great River bike route
extending the length of the scenic river
from Canada to New Orleans. Planiiiirg











Classifieds - 11, 12; 13
Deaths & Funerals 14
Sparta  
Bike Centennial, lilt . Missoula,
_Montana._ 
.
"Three Purchase communities have
already initiated bikeway planning. It
is the 'aim of the bikeway program to
include population centers, connecting
'those with-recreation areas as well -as
stenic sites within our region. This
should allow for greater tourism
potential around the route of the Great
River Road, Mississippi River as well
as the lakeland area and urban areas."
- The Purchase Area Development
District plans to-initiate five urban area
bikeu ay studies during the next fiscal
year _which begins July 1, 1477. the
spokesman pointed out. Upon' corn-





Ministerial Association voted to
cooperate with the city and count
officials- in cutting back hours twent
per cent in the current energy crisis.
This action was taken by the
association at the meeting held Wed-
nesday at the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church, according to
the president, the Rev. Julian Warren,
and the secretary, the Rev. Lawson
Williamson.
Each church will determine the
services and time for the church to be






C. Roberts has approved a projerj to -
resurface about onohalf mile of
Midway Road (CR 1245i in Gallowa
County.
Announcement of the project wa,•
made here at a meeting attended t)
Calloway County Judge Robert Miller
AN Z. C. Enix of Murray.
lloberts said that the work will cost
an estimated $13,113 and is expected to
-be completed about next November
Limits of the project will extend eas.
from U. S. 641 to the Nashville-
Chattanooga-St. Louis Railroad:
The wick:Will be completectiv,2444' -
highways personnel.
urban area plans will be Cornbined with
other special studies in hopes of
facilitating a bikeway linkage network.
In order to give all regions within the
arca- appropriate consideration, it is
important that -any persons with
"suggestions or recommendations -
concerning a bikeway system submit
comments to Bob Paine, Purchase
--Area Development District, P. 0. Box -
'14588, Mayfield, Kentucky, 42066. All -
„
comments will be considered for in-
clusion in the final plan
- The Murray Ledger & Times




A conununity theater group has been
formed to serve the youth of Murray
and Calloway County with its first
production. "Andeocles and the Lion"
written by Aurand Harris to be
presented late in March under the
direction of Richard Valentine. •
Valentine has had experience
working with "Many theater -geotitis
throughout Kentucky; most recently
with the childrea's theater in
Lexington. "We feel fortunate  to have
the benefit of Valentinirs, expertise and
experience. This gave our group the
_incentive to plan a beginning produc-
tion," said Jo Curris, who along with
Jane_ Prince, is co-chairniaa of the
group's financial cornmittee.
Auditions will be held at the Calloway
County Public Library on Tuesday,
February 8. from 3:30 until 5:00 p.m.
All boys and girls in Murray and
Calloway County who attend grades
three through twelve are invited to
audition.
The play has six principal roles but as
many as twenty other youths will be
needed in the presentation. "It is im-
portant to attend the audition if you are
interested in being a part of the com-
munity theater,". said a spokesman for
the group. There will be .opportunities
for ether interested youth to experience
every facet of play production — set
construction, costuming, stage
management and lighting.
Notes will be sent hornewith students
in grades three through twelve who
attend the Murray and Calloway
County Schools -reminding them of the
audition atthe library. "I am delighted
that the library can be used for the
audition," said Margaret Trevathan,
Calloway County librarian and
executive secretary of, the community
theater group. "Murray and Calloway
County have long needed a creative
outlet such as this for its young people."
Other members of the community
theater group irraidi:
Harrington, Louise Sickel,, Jean Lin-
dsey, Penny Kappock, PranCes
Denham, Dan McDaniel, Emma Sue
Hutson, Ruth Pasco, Ellen Spencer,
Gerry Reed, Libby Hart, Marge Shown
and Margaret Franklin.
Persons having further questions
concerning the audition aa.encouraged




ANAHEIM, Calif. — Donald R.
Tucker, a Murray Realtor, was in-
stalled as a director of the National
Association of Realtors during the
association's Mid-Winter Meetings
here, Jan. 30.
Tucker is associated with Donald R.
Tucker, Realtors, 502 Maple St. He lives
at 1604 Olive St. in Murray.
As a director serving a two-year
term, Tucker will help determine
association policy and the thrust of
Realtor programi. He served as
president of theKentucky Association
of Realtors last year..
The National Association of Realtors,
headquartered in Chicago, has nearly
500,000 members in 500 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
Guam and the Virgin Islands.
Cloudy
' Mostly cloudy with a slight chance of
rain showers changing to snow flurries
before ending tonight. Partly cloudy on
Friday. Lows tonight in the low to upper
20s. Highs Friday in the 30s to low 40s.
Winds becoming light Westerly tonight.
Precipitation chances 20 per cent
tonight.




Over $15 million in new construction was begun in Murray during 1976 ac-
cording to estimates made by Murray City Planner Stephen Zea and Murray
State University officials.
Zea estimated that over $6.5 million in new construction-was-startedin the -- - -
---city Main tile Year and two major pr hegua.atthe unive.rsityare_projec-
ted to cost $8.5 million.
Zea made his estimate frtim total building permits issued during the year.
The total figure includes new construction as well as additions and alterations
to existing structures. Not included in the figure is the new warehouse building
for Murray NaturafGas which has anestimated valued $85,00if- -
Zea based the estimates on building permits issued by the city during the,
year. He said there were 62 residential building permits issued and 25 com-
mercial building permits issued.
Estimated value of the new residential construction during 1976 was ,
$1,310,567. Estimated value of 'commercial construction during the year.
$5,223,500.
Zea's figures do not include at least $8.5 million in new construction begun at
Murray State University during 1976. The two major projects started during the
year were the new heating and cooling plant and-the new MSU library. Projec-
ted cost of the heating and cooling plant is $5.5 million and the library is
estimated to cost $3 million, according to a university spokesman.
The university construction, added to construction in the city, brings the
value of total constniction-beg tut during 1976 to $15 million.
State Must Continue
To Conserve Energy
FRANKFORT y APl-" Ke n -
tuckians must continue to conserve
fuel, and sifouldn't be fooled by a few
days of warmer winter weather, the
In terms of recovering natural gas
storage, Ihese temperaule fluctuations
are first blips, Energy Commissioner
Damon Harrison said Wednesday.
—People shouldn't take warm weather
as a sign they can relax," he said.
-- Temperatures throughout Kentucky
are expected to rise into the 40s today,
and stay .above freezing_ through, the
weekend, dropping back into. the 20s
again on Monday. -
The interval of mild weather will
certainly help the fuel situation. but
Harrison noted that temperatures are
forecast for the next- 30 days to be
"below normal."
He said he expects the heavy drain on
Kentucky's natural gas reserves to be a
t:t-aT 
-problem frir at least another
month.
Gas reserves must be built op so
there will be enough pressure to draw
the gas when It is needed. That is why
curtailments for business and industry
have seen retained, - and voluntary
conservation must be continued,
Harrison said.
"'We must try to_protect existing
supplies for essential human needs," he
sful- (See Energy. Page 141
Congress Moving Ahead With
Proposals By Administration
WASHINGTON AP gru&.s,
moving ahead on Carter administration
proposals to create jobs, and cut taxes
after hearing the President appeal for
sacrifices by the people and promise
that the government will join in giving
up comforts once taken for granted.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal, Labor Secretary F. Ray
Marshall and other top officials of the
new administration were before
congressional committees todaly. They
-wereto provide detaits'.of the economic
measure's President Carter has
proposed to-stimulate the economy and
reduce unemployment.
In his first nationwide addiess since
his inauguration two weeks ago, Carter,
clad in beige cardigan sweater and
seated before a fireplace in the White
House library, evoked memories- of
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who made
fireside chats over radio during the
Depression and World War II.
Carter's. low-key address mixed
promises of action on the nation';' most.
,pressing problems with calls for:
sacrifiCe as the only path to longrange
sialutions.
He appealed to Congress for
(.001).1-atom and made char hi:, in-
tention to,. cultivate ,direct com-
munication with the American people.
And even as Congress labored over
his economic proposals, t tarter
promised to send it by the old of the
week his request for authority to
reorganize executive departments and
agencies of the government.
Carter outlined his initial proposals
aimed at solving immediate problems,
from the natural-gas 'shortage brought
on by extreme winter - weather 10-the
problems of -unemployment and a
stagneinteeonorny-...- • • -
But the strongest message Carter had
for the American people Was the need
for personal sacrifice to solve national
problems sacrifice on the •part of
governMent well as the
People:
Sen. -Alan Cranston of California.
a-ssistant 'Solite Majority leader.
described Carter's speech a's "a
recognition that the real power -in the
country lies in the. ha rids of the people."
Muse Majority Leader . James
Wright. D-Tex.. said. the -.mast im-
portant facet of he Carter speech "was
his call for cooperation of the American
people. He obviously.- trusts the
American people, and this I'm con-
vinced will inspire their reciprocal
trust."
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
Jr., 1)-Mass, said Carter's speech
"inspired trust. What America needs is
confidence in its government and he is
giving, it to us,"
Just before addressing the nation,
Carter signed an emergency measure
passed by tongress—that "gives tilm
authority to shift natural-gas supplies to




And even as he spoke natural gas
began- moving eastward from
California and the Pacific Northwest_
While congratulating Congress for
quick action on the natural gas bill, he
emphasized that a long-range solution
still must be sought lie has promised to
send I ongreSs a comprehensive plan.by •
April 20. .
"We must face the fact that our
energy shortage is permanent. There is_
no way we can solve it quickly:" he ._
r See Congress. Page 14)
The premier performance of itimese The Sti)ry of Moses, is scheduled for 6:30 PM, Sunday evening, February 6th, in
the sanctuary Of the First Christian Church, Murray. The,Production presented by the Gemini Group is an adaption Ins the
chancel by Frank Gonzales. The original production appeared for 150 performances it the amphitheatre in Kenlake Star,
• • _ _ 
•
Park during the summers of 1970-1971. Playing the roles (left to right) are Ken Thomas, Moses; Skip Hamra, Rameses: lee
Ann Hall, Rameses Queen: Gil Hopson, The Pharaoh; lohnnv Cannon, Nimes: and Grey Hurt. the Scribe. Hollis Clark is the
prodection manager and Holly Ulrich, production assistant..
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Susan Cates Installed As
Wonky Advisor, Murray
Assembly Rainbow Girls
. Miss Susan Cates was in-
stalle.t as worthy advisor of
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
on Sunday, January 23, at the
Masonic Hall.
Following the vows Miss
Cates was escorted to her
station by her father, Bill
Cates, through an honor 'guard




Weatherford, H. B. Lamaster,
Harold Bolden, and Claud
Perry as the song, "Precious
Lord Take My Hand," was
sung.









Knight, drill leader; Diane
McMillen, religion;, Lagena
James, immortality; Marie
Vella, patriotism; Lisa Suiter,
service; Lana Lasater,
musician; pril Perry, chair
director; Mrs. Sybil Lasater,
mother advisor.
Serving as installing of-
ficers were Mrs. Ann Dukes,
worthy .advisor; Mrs. Helen
Berry, chaplain; Joe Lasater,
recorder; Mrs. Bernice
Bohler, marshall; Mrs. Marge
West, musician.
Installed as members of the
Advisory Board for 1977 were
Sybil Lasater, Pat Hendley,
Marilyn Weatherford, Twila





The newly installed worthy
advisor, Miss Cates, thanked
those who had helped her
attain the highest office the
assembly can offer. She an-
nounced her theme as "Love
Makes the World Go Round:"
her flower, -Arnertcan - Beauty
rose and dry flowers; her
station, •'Love;" her emblem,
-Praying Hands," her
scripture, Romans 28:8; her
colors, maroon and pink; her
songs, "Wlat—.lie---Wor14
Needs Now" and "Day By
Day."
Miss Cates presented gifts
to her installing officers which.
she introduced her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cates, who
presented her .a gift, and also
one from Ennitt Thompson.
She was the recipient of other
gifts by Linda Knight, Twila
and Zarte Coleman, and
Rhonda-Siedd.
Those introduced and given
a special welcome were Mrs.
Ann Duke, Supreme Deputy
International Order of the
Rainbow for Girls; Mrs. Helen
Berry, worthy grand matron
of the Order of the Eastern











Mrs. Irene Tucker, past
worthy advisor; Mrs. Frances
Churchill, past mother ad-
visor.
Also introduced were Melva
Duke, grand deputy qf ln-
ternational Order of the
NOTICE
BIG SQUARE DANCE
Every Friday 8:00 p.m.
Come Dance, Look or Listen
- FREE! FREE!
Drawing for new $20.00 bill to be
given away at the Country Music
Shdw
Saturday — 8:00 p.m.
Ky. Lake Music Barn





(FMRW Al BLEU REYNOLDS TARN OM Al
BRIAN KEITH
PI TER BOGOANOVICHN "MOUIDINON- =1
Thru Wed.
Sun. -2:30,7:30
, Mon.-Thur. - 7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat.-7:20,9:35
OBSESS/ON
A bizarre story of love.



















Mon. -Thur. -7:30 Only
Fri. &Sat.-7:15,9:10
ITS THE HOST unman
SUSPENSE RIDE or TOVU LIM
>SILVER
STREAM >
Rainbow for Girls; Mel Duke,
executive committee mem-
ber; Bill Cates, pail grand
patron of OES, grand mare
shall of Grand Lodge F. & A.
M. of Rentucky; Mrs. Mary
Ann Cates, grand conductress
of OES of Kentucky; Robert
McKinney; grand sentinel of
OES of Kentucky; Mrs. Doris
Bradley, deputy grand matron
of District 22; Ennitt Thomp-
son, deputy grand patron of
District 18.
Worthy-Matrons introduced
were Mrs.- Pat Hendley,
Murray Star No. 433; Mrs. Sue
Thweatt, Temple Hill No. 511;
Mrs. Audie Mae Alexander,
Cuba No. 519; Mrs. Ruby
Byars, Hardin No 277; Mrs.
Elsie Joyce, Ophelia No. 55.
Also introduced were Pete
Farley, Master" of Murray
Lodge-No, 10SF.
Joyce, District Deputy Grand
Master of No. Seven; Max
Weatherford, District Deputy
Grand Master No. Four.
Announcements were made
concerning charity work the
Rainbow Girls will do for the
Order of the Eastern Star
Home, and for a smorgasbord
during Miss Cates' term.
Mrs. Sybil Lasater, the new
mother advisor, presented
Mrs. Twila Coleman with a





Thelma McKinney, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Fones, Hardin
Alderdice, Dixie Alderdice,
Beiirdean Wrather, Raymond
Wrather, Mr. and Mrs. Greg
Cates, Jean Cole, Judith
Jackson, Mike Weaver, Laura
Fones, Antia Murphy, Charlie
Lassiter, Ruth Lassiter,
Robert Rowland, Mr_ and
Mrs. George Weaver, Ginger
Perry, Margo. West, Helen
LeMaster„Nina Lee Holt,
Pauline Ivy, Sue Bagwell,
Carmell Byers, , Rachel
Seigler, Flickie Smith, Mrs.
Hafford Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Bohler, Alice Martin,
Mr. and Mrs. Kermitt
Cromwell, Mr. and Mrs.







Baby Boy Scott Imother
Marie), Rt. 1, Murray.
DISMISSALS
William C. Allen, 401 N. 1st.,
Murray, Mrs. Cynthia D.
Sykes and Baby Girl, P. 0.
Box 221, Dover, Tenn., Mrs.
Vicki J. Green and Baby Boy,
R. R. 1, Hickory, Mrs. Dorothy
Sue Tucker and Baby Boy, R.
R. 6 Bps 16, Murray, -Mrs.
Kathy K. Farmer and Baby
Girl, R. R. 5, Benton, Mrs.
Peggy A. Daughaday and
Baby Boy, P. 0. Box 382,
Mayfield, Matthew W.
Garrison, R. R. 6 Box 56,
Murray, Ms. Christie Jo
Turner, R. R. 1, Benton, T. C.
Shook, R. R. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Mary M. Reed, R.
R. 1 Box 160-A, Mayfield, Mrs.
Beth Ann Faulkner, 408 S. 12th
St.. Murray, Mrs. Mary Low
Rhodes, 509S. 8th St., Murray,
Mrs Jo C. Schultz, 802 Olive
St., Murray, Elijah H.
.Balentine, R. R. 1 Box 92-A,
Almo, Mrs. Faye A. Arnold,
107 McNeil St., Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Vela G. Clayton, R. R. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn:, Ms. Shirley
A. Hawkins, Box 6328 Hester
Hall, MSU, Murray, Jackie
Stubblefield, 819 N. 19th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy A-.
West, R. R. 7, Murray, Mrs:
Winona S. Tucker, R. R: 1,
Kirksty, Lynn G. Robinson, R.
R. 2, Murray; Mrs. Salome
Burris, R. R. 5, Murray, Ms.
Rhonda L. Konisar, R. R. 1
Box 138, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Mrs. Hazel L. Ahart,
.749 Riley Ct., Murray, William
L. Calhoun, R. R. 1, Far-
mington, Mrs. Dorothy Jane
Morton, R. R. 1, Hazel,
Paschall Brandon, 609 SAIth
St., Murray, 'Mrs. Louise
Howe, Box 265, Murray, Ms.
Lucille Morgan, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Edward
Chadwick, 106 12th St.,
-Miirray, Walter J. Karnes, R.
R. 1 Box 243, Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. ,Jiin , Norwood of
Kirksey Route One has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist . Hospital, Paducah.
••••1, • rar.
June Vows Planned
Iliss Georgia Claire Elkins
and Terry Keith Tamer
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Elkins, 514 Whitnell Avenue, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Georgia Claire, to Terry Keith Turner, son of Mr.
and MTS. Raymond Turner, 1620 Loch Lomond Drive, Murray.
The bride-elect will graduate from Murray High School in
June and is presently employed by McDonalds. Her fiance
graduated from Murray High School in the class of 1975-76 and
is employed by Clayton Bridges Used Cars.
Plans are being made for a late June wedding.
WASHINGTON PATIENT
Lowell Anthony Forms, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Forres of
Hazel, is a patient at the St.
Elizabeth Hospital,
Washington, D. -C. Persons
may send him cards or letters
to, Lowell Anthony Forres,
Building B. St. Elizabeth
Hospital, 2698 Martin Luther
King, Jr., Avenue,
Washington, D. C. 20032.
• WATER SUPPLIES
As children in this country
attend school, countless
children carry buckets of
water from wells and streams
miles away for use in their
homes in many developing
countries around .the world
where water is not piped into
thousands of villages. CARE
is helping these youngsters get
an education by building
water systems and more
schools in a nuMber of the 38
































YOU WIN! WE LOSE!
Due to the over powering effect of the snow
and cold weather, we are overstocked, and
are now forced to sacrifice a major part of
our inventory!!!
REDUCTIONS OF 41 % 10 73% OFF!
Sensational


















Long Dresses and Dressy Jumpsuits
Reg. 22.99 to 45.00 Save 66% .
-JUNIOR DRESSES
1 8 2 Pc, Reg. 19.99 to 29.99
MISSES I 8 2 PC. DRESSES
Reg 19 99 to 35 99 Save 55% 
v•MISSES JACKET DRESSES





v SHIRTS - Prints and Solids
All From Regular Stock. Reg. 15.99 Your Choice 
SWEATERS! Pullovers and Cardigans
Long 8 Short Sleeve. 3/4 Sleeve. Reg. 11.99 to 22.99
v DENIM JEANS - Many Styles!
All From Regular Stock. Reg. 19.99 Save 50%.
p••  DENIM JUMPSUITS - Save 47%













Reg. 34.99  
  Sale 1 0"
Sole 1699
MATCHING SHIRTS 499
Reg. 15.99  Sale j









v LEATHER HANDBAGS -60% Off
Genuine Leather, Many Styles, Fashion Colors Reg. 22.99.
0 ,
• ' v VINYL HANDBAGS4,60% Off $/99'
3








Brushed And Nylon. Reg. 6.99 to 13.99  99 lo $599
1. CAFTANS and FLOATS ,
Reg. 1799 to 19 99 One Low Price
 All 5\0 % Off!QUILTED ROBESShort And Long Styles
Behr's Charge • Master Charge • Bank Ameticard Daily 11:30 - 8 PM - Sunday 12:30 - 5:30
WINTER COAT SALE!
Nationally Famous Lables from
Our Regular Stock. Hooded,
Trimmed And Untrimmed, Regular
Long And Short Fashion Coats 59.99 to 69.99
Many Styles 8 Colors To
Choose From. All One Price 2999
GENUINE LEATHER
COATS!
In The Seasspn's Most Wonted
Cherry Color - Save 41 %
.„Reg. 159.99 to 169.99
Reg. 99.99 Coats
Your Choice...
v PANT LENGTH LEATHERS
Reg 49.99 Coots - Your Choice 
•
•BOWIAA44/G UM Kq • Fkktil 1;401A4.0%. aTa4.11014444ROttai • P406%444100 k. Eadt14.44, CiMtlA
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Thursday, Oebniary 3 Saturday,-February 5
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Calloway County Libraqc will meet at the Masonic Hall.
Board-of Trustees will meet at
n' four p.m. -
Jerry Clower of Nashville,
Tenn., will appear at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road, at 7:30 p. m.
Murray Woman of the
Moose will meet at eight p. m.
at the lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
7:30 p. m. at Ellis Center.
Milton C. West, Murray,
baritone, will present his
senior recital at 8:15 p. m. at
the recital hall of Fine Arts
Building, MSU.
• Calloway-Marshall Affiliate
of - America-a- --Diabetes
Association will meet at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main, at seven p. m. Parking
available in rear or south of
church. Registration begins at
6:30 p. m. and meeting is over
at eight p. m.
Friday, February 4
Golden Age Club will meet
at noon at the social hall of the
First United Methodist
Church for a potluck luncheon
followed by a special
program.
Shopping [for senior citizens
will be held. Call 753-9725- by
9:15 a. m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a. m.
for afternoon shopping.
Calloway County High
School Homecoming will be
held with crowning of queen
about 5:15 p. m. during the -
Farmington-Calloway games
at Calloway High. Dance-will
be from 8:00 to 10:30 p. m. at
North Calloway gym.
Lunch for senior citizens
will be served at the -North
Second Street Community
Center at twelve noon.
MSU Women's Society will
have a coffee at the home of
Mary Jo Johnson, 1709
Johnson Boulevard with
Martha Pitman 'as cohostess
from 10:00 to 11:30 a. m.
Art Education Classes for
adults will be from nine a. m.
to noon and for children from
one to three p. m. at the
Murray 'Art Guild. Call 767-
4258 or 753-9085 to enroll.
Square dance with Euel
Bray as caller and round
dance will be at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30 p. tn.
Sunday, February
Rameses, the Story of
iupposed to have bloomed just are so attractive. These thingsMoses, will be presented at the before and at dynamos.









By MRS. W. P. WILLIAM ;•;•;:x•:•:•:•:•:-:•:•:-:•:•:•:
6
Lee-Olia and Ruth Wilson
Circles of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church
Women will have the week of
prayer and self denial
program at the church at two
p.m.
Monday, February 7
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 11:30 a. m. at the club
house.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet at the home of Mrs. A. H.
Titsworth at 7:30 p. m. Annual
dues are payable at this time.
Catioteay County Retired
Teachers Association will
meet at Ellis Center at two p.
.m. Mn. George Hart will give
the program on her travels the
past year.
North Calloway Elementary
School PTC meeting is can-
celled due to the energy crisis
but may be rescheduled. -
Your Individual ey',.
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Keep emotions under stern
control You could make an
impulsive - and unwise -
decision if your temper is
aroused.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Stars presently warn against
driving yourself too hard, with
resultant strain and anxiety.
Eliminate nonessentials from
your program in order to pace
yourself at an easier gait.
GEMINI
(May M to June 21) Italirt.
Others often criticize you for
being overly emotional, of
"thinking with your heart" but
your "feelings" about a current
situation will be right on target.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) +DO
Job matters may prove more
strenuous than usual, but some
delightful news from an old
friend will make your day.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124iCZ
Not a good day for finances.
There's a tendency to "throw
good money after bad." Avoid!
Rather, cut losses ruthlessly.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 19%,
Everyday matters will
probably run their usual cowise,
but evening brings a surprise
invitation from some highly
amusing companions.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Good stellar influences
govern new projects as well as
everyday. routine. Cooperate
with those who have both know-
how and integrity. An excellent
day for doing well.
SCORPIO
I Oct 24 to Nov. M)
Rewards will gratify if ycu
handle the needs of this day
...sLotely - ana yourseu wan
discipline. Avoid time-wasters
and eliminate all nonessentials
from your schedule.
SAGITTARIUS
iNov. 23 to Dec. 21) Jew4
A new light thrown upon
certain situations should prime
you for fine advantages in the
offing. MAKE yourself work for
attainment which requires
more than usual vigor. You can
do it!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 tO Jan. 20) 1/
If you want to give a first-rate
performance now, you will have
to be even more dexterous than
usual. Good planetary in-
fluences, but your cooperation
needed.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19i
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. On the pep




' As with Aquarius, you now
have a good day for expansion
generally, acting on unusual
Ideas, launching new projects.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a vibrant per-
sonality, are highly enthusiastic
about life and all it has to offer.
You are progressive in your
• ideas, enjoy travel and
stimulating coMpanions- from
whom_ you glean higher,
broader, more enlightened
views and inspiration for
greater attainment. You have
almost unlimited resources, a
ready wit and deep appreciation
for the finer things in life. Fields




literature. Birthdate of: George
Brandes, Danish critic; Mark
Hopkins, educator; Charles A
Lindbergh, famed aviator; Ida
Lupine, film star.
With weather conditions so
unusual, I believe people,
birds and plants get all mixed
up. I saw a bird a few days ago
flying up to a tree limb with a
long wisp of straw in his bill.
Where he was going to build a
nest, I can't imagine. I have
trouble myself keeping Up
with the days, as I expect the
"January thaw" that usually
comes about this time. It
hasn't showed up yet and from
all the forecasts it is still a
long way off.
And the plants! they don't
have any Idea of what the
season is. Mrs. Hugh Lean
called me to say that her
Christmas Cactus which was
and is a mass of lovely deep
coral blossoms. I am sure
weather has an effect on house
plants, although they never
get outside. I have not had a
Christmas Cactus for a long
time. My last experience with
one was when my youngest
son, then two years old, in-
sisted on making it a com-
fortable seat. I couldn't
Imagine what was happening
to my cactus, but would find
branches strewn about the pot
every day. I finally caught
him sitting squarely in the
middle of it. The height of the
pot gave him a vantage point
to watch the older ones at play
in the yard.
But it is just this unex-
plainable and unexpected in
plants that makes gardening,
whether, it be in the yard or in
the house, the fascinating thing
it is. Mrs. McLean's ex-
perience is just one example
of the delightful happenings in
the world of flowers.
Have you noticed the array
of flower containers and
flower pot covers that is being
offered in the stores, in
catalogues and floer shops?
There are unique planters that
nothing pretty in an ordinary
clay pot, but set it in one of
thenew covers, be they metal
or plastic, the whole picture is
changed and you have a lovely
spot of beauty. We use them in
the house now, but they will be
just the thing to set on the
porch or patio later. One nice
thing about using potted
plants outdoors, they can be
changed, moved about from
place to place, to make a new
picture. Put them up and down
stepi or under trees. Save
them all for spring loveliness
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Oranges Crisis Calls For New C Sources
NEW YORK - The weather-caused pnce • place 20-21 milligrams of vitamin C daily
crisis threatening America's traditional breakfast glass
of orimge juice could tow/Coif &search for alternatives
sources of vitamin C. 
7The best substitute is a balanced diet that includes a
lot of raw and cooked green vegetables, preferably raw.
Vitamin C is water soluble Produce containing it will
retain more if eaten raw or cooked briefly in small
amotints of liquid Some of the leached-Out vitamin can
be salvaged by using the drained cooking liquids in
soups, sauces and gravies
If you've been used tp a four-ounce serving of fresh
or frozen reconstituted orange juice, you'll need to re--'
Just one serving of fresh raw spinach salad would do
it easily, if you ouat on SO. grams, or about"2 ounces, per
serving_
Green bell peppers eaten ra% will give you 128 milli-
grams per serving, and mature, raw, red hell peppers, a
whopping 204
RAW gOcC.Q1e1 „spearS, ire... another excellent
source, with 113 milligrams per serving. cooked, the vita-
min C content drops to 90
Other good sources of vitamin C include fresh straw-
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Open 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily
Due to the present gas shortage, the above hours will




Regular 60.00 to 250.00
299°T.1590°
Winter coats have been reduced ridiculously low for this
sale. Save on all winter coats.. leathers, leather-look,
fabrics, fake-furs, suedes and genuine fur coats. YOu can
even lay-away your selection at-Bright's. Hurry in today!
All Winter Shoes
Our Regular 17.00 to 39.00
799 TO 1799
Our entire stock of winter shoes in dressy, sporty and
casual styles. Wanted colors in your sizes!
Coordinates & Separates!
SPORTSWEAR
Regular 1 1.00.to 46.00
1/3 TO 2/3 OFF
Pants, skirts, shirts, tops, sweaters, vests, jackets and
blazers in junior and missy sizes. Save today!
• •
Our Entire Winter Stock!
HANDBAGS
Regular 8.00 to 30.00
399 TO 1699
Our Special Purchase Sale!
LINGERIE
Regtolar 3.00 to 30.00 \
20% To 50% OFF
Fas-hionable Winter Styles!
DRESS SALE!
Regular 28.00 to 68.00
1399 TO 3399
3, Fashionable one, two and three-piece winter dresses





25% TO 50% OFF.-
A.
Long and Short Styles!
ROBE SALE!
Regular 13.00 to* 38.00
649 TO 1 a9 9
a
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Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
How To Get To The
Humane Society
Not infrequently, when the telephone
rings, the caller wants to know where
the Humane Society is. "Can I come
over and see what kind of dogs_you have
there?" he,ae.ke, Another wants to know
what hofirs the society is open, and
others tell of the difficulty they had in
contacting us. "The telephone company
didn't even know your number!" they
complain.
No wonder the people of Murray and
Calloway County have difficulty in
locating and contacting the society — it
hasn't a location, and it does not have a
telephone. It has no hours of operation,
and it certainly does not have a kennel
full of adoptable animals to be viewed
by prospective pet owners! It i.s a ghost
organization. It is nowhere, and it is all
around us.
Although, the Humane Society has
more than .200 members, it does not
have a telephone of its own at present,
much less a fully-staffed headquarters.
We hope that will come in the not too
distance future. For the present, the
society must operate on a highly
decentralized basis out of the homes of
a number of its members.
Those animals which the society does
board while it heals their injuries and
illnesses or seeks suitable homes for
them are boarded at various homes of
members in the city and county. One
member, who is responsible for the
welfare of dogs, handles the records of
animals that are available for adoption
and directs inquiries to members who
are boarding animals they might be
interested in. Another member func-
tions similarly for cats. Another may,
for example-, coordinate the in-
vestigation of cruelty from his home,
while still another may be on call to
make rescue runs to help injured
animals. In this way, a number of
services to the community are made
available by various individuals whose
activities are coordinated by the
, society..
But how do. individuals in the com-
munity, who do not know the names or
telephone numbers of members in the
soCiety, get in contact with them when
they have a problem or want to adopt
an animal? There is no central number
in the telephone book, and the list of
volunteers who handle various types of.
cases changes from time to tirrie. Their
numbers and names cannot be posted
or advertised permanently. -
The best way to get help or in-
formation from the society is to check
the her in the clasrified section. bf The'
Murray ledger & Times, which lists
emergency numbers in Murray and
Calloway County—police, Needline,
poison control, etc. The Humane
Society, with the number of the in-
dividual who is coordinating activities
of the society, is listed in every issue.
Generally, the sheriff's office and the
city police have the number as well,
10 Years Ago
An art exhibit of Joe Overbey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rue Overbey of Murray,
is now-at the Murray-Calloway County
Public Library. He is now teaching art
in the Davies County Schools.
An average of $40.52 was recorded in
the sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market, according to 011ie
Barnett, reporter for the local floors.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis who is
also chairman of the Murray Hospital
Commission, reviewed the local
hospital situation at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Marilyn Sue Morton Windsor, age 25.
and James Howard Morgan, age 41.
Mrs. Lyndia Cochran and.students —
Irina Nicks, Debbie Landolt, Cathy
Mitchell, Cathy Christopher, and Kay
Beaman — are attending the Chicago
National Association of Dance Masters
at Chicago, Ill.
20 Years Ago
The home of Mr. and M. Ruben
Chrisman, located about 1'/2 miles east
of Hazel on the Mason's Chapel Road,
burned to the ground on February 1,
about eight p. m.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mark
Hudson, age 71. -
Dr. Ralph H. Woods will take part in
the ninth annual convention of the
American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education at Chicago, Ill.,
February 14-16.
Drainage problems in the area of
North Seventeenth- Street between
Farmer and Miller Avenues were
presented to the members of the
Murray City Council at the meeting
held on February I.
Attending the Chicago National
Association of Dance Master:3 at
Chicago, Ill., is hyndia Nicks, Murray
dance instructor.
Murray Training School beatKirksey
and Lynn Grove beat Alin() in the semi-
finals of the Calloway County High
School Basketball Tournament held at
Murray State College.
and useful numbers are often published
at the end of the weekly "Humanely
Speaking" column — copy them down
in the back of your phone book for
future reference.
If you call that number, he will direct
you to the person in charge of dog
adoption, cruelty investigation, or
whatever.
The set-up is far from ideal — but it
can, and does, work. Although itt
resources and capabilities are
somewhat limited, the society stands
ready to provide services to the people
of Murray and Calloway County — and
to the animals: In the past twenty
months, we- have helped well over a
thousand of them.
Useful telephone numbers: dog
adoptions:-- 753-3635; eat adoptions: 753-
3994; cruelty investigations: 753-3994 ;-
education programs: 753-5006;
membership: 753-0499.
If you have a question or a comment
concerning these columns, would like
information concerning the Humane
Society, or would like to make a
donation toward its work in relieving
suffering among animals, please write
The Humane Society of Calloway
County, PO Box 2934, University
Station, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 3, the4t)
day of 1977. There are 331 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history
On this date in 1917, the United States
broke diplomatic relations with Ger-
many after the Germans announced a
policy-sr of unrestricted submarine
warfare in World War One.
On this date: -
In 1809, the Territory of Illinois was
created.
In 1894, the first steel sailing ship, the
Dingo, tvas launched at Bath, Maine.
,In 1913, the 16th Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution was -ratified,
providing a Federal income tax. -
In 1924, former President Woodrow
Wilson died at his home in Washington.
In 1943.-- in World War II, British
bombers pounded the German city of
.Hamburg..
In 1945, also in World War II,
Afnerican forces recaptured. Manila
from the Japanese.
Ten years ago: Relations between the
Soviet Union and China worsened as
police in MoScoii tore down an' anti-
Soviet display at the Chinese embassy.
Five years ago: At Vietnam peace
talks in Paris, the Communists
presented a plan that called for the
immediate resignation of President
Nguyen Van Thieu.
One year ago: A constitutional
convention was reconvened in Belfast
In Northern Ireland on British orders to
try, to create a government in which
Protestants would share power with the
Catholic minority.
Today's birthdays: Writer James .
Michener is 70. Artist Norman Rock-
well is 83. •
Thought for today It is no use to wait
for your ship to come in unless you have
sent one out. — a Belgian proverb.
Bible Thought
Hear, 0 Israel: the LORD our God
is one LORD. Deuteronomy 6:4.
One Lord. one God one Savior,
one faith His revelation to us is





U.S. Son. Walter "Doe" Mudd  (0)
3327 Dirkson taiWing
Washington, O. C. 20510
U.S. Soot. Windoll14. Ford (D)
1121 Dirtison leading
Worshington, D. C. 20510
U. S. Rep. Carroll Nobler& Jr. (D)
123 Canon Moose Off ice
Washington, D. C. 70515
All U .S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by &along
202 224 3121 where o U S Capitol
operator ...ill connect you opth the of
hoot of your ChO,Ce
State Level
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(;arrott's Galley
Kentucky's Coldest Days
Were Only 14 Years Ago
By M. C. Garrott
It's almost impossible to get into any
-kind of a conversation these days.
'without it getting around to the
weather.
Just for the heck of it, I went to my
latest copy of World Almanac, Book of,
Facts, which • my friend, Harold
- Siemers, at the Evansville (Ind. -`
Courier and Press sends to me every
year, to see what the coldest day we
ever had in Kentucky was.
On Page 791 is listed all the tem-
perature highs and lows by states, and I
was surprised to learn that the coldest
days recorded for Kentucky, two of
them, wene both in 1963 and only four
cia January 24 of that year,
34 degrees below zero was recorded at
Bonnieville. Four days later on the 28th
the temperature again dipped to that
same low at Cynthiana to tie the record.
The hottest day recorded for Ken-
tuck)' was July 28, 1930, when the
mercury climbed to 114 degrees at
Greensburg. It would be nice if we
. could have about 50 degrees of that
now!
++++-.-±
All this brutal weather and the way it
keeps hanging on not only has a lot of us
talking about it; but it is making us
reminisce. It prompted Dick Sykes, the
custodial .superintendent at Murray
State, to share a letter written by his
father, the late W. D. (Walton) Sykes,
to his mother on Jan. 22, 1905,
describing the iceln the Ohio River.
Mr. Sykes was 27 at the time and
teaching_ -school. at the Hutcheson
Schoolhouse near where Model, Tenn.,
used to be over between the rivers. The
school was a log cabin with split logs for
benches and desks. Dick had a picture
of it taken irx1901 with Mr. Sykea_and all
his stuaenti lined up Outside. There
were more than 55 of them.
To supplement his $40 or so a month
he earned teaching, Dick's father also
was a lumberman. He had three or four
men hired to cut trees for him,‘ and
every day after school he would go to
the woods to help them until dark. When
they would get a big mess of them cut.
they would tie them together in ratfi:
some as long as a quarter of a mile, and
float them down the Cumberland and
then .down -the-- Ohicr - tcr- Mounds-, --
where there was a veneer mill.
He did this for more than 40 years
before his death in 1959 at the age of 81.
The floats were generally tirade in the
.winter when the water was nigh so the
—logs eetild pass over the dams.
At the time of the 1905 letter, they had
made it as far as Smitherland. where
they ran into ice on the Ohio and the
logs became frozen in the river. He
wrote of the ice being all the way across
the river, rough, stacked up in layers
and sticking up edgewise three or four
feet high.
While waiting for the ice to break up
and the logs to move on downriver, Mr.




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The Murray City Council has agreed
to examine the present c4 ward set-up
to determine if the wards need reap- -
portionment
A petition requesting reap-Paducah and stay at the New Rich-
Mond House, advertised as Paducah's 
--portionment of the city wards was -.
finest. The rooms were $1.00 a day.
On the second trip a little more than a
month later, one of his crew, a man
some 6 feet 7 inches tall, happened to
step off the end of the raft and fell into
the river. The raft master, or pilot, so
the story- goes, was a man about 70
years of age by the name of Sy Thomas.
While Thomas was moaning about
losing a man and wringing his hands as
if he didn't know what to do, another
member of the crew, a black man,
assured him they would get the fellow
out of the water. "No, sir, boss! No, sir,
boss!" he said, "We'll git 'im out! He's
tall enough to wade out anyway!"
They' did fish the fellow out of the
river and pulled him back up onto tile
raft where they built a fire. Then they'
stripped his clothes off of him, dried
them out and put them back on him,
and he never had so much as a sniffle
from the experience.
++++++
J. Matt Sparkman, the retired vice
president for student affairs at Murray
State, has about the best solution to the
problem of keeping warm these days
that I've heard of lately. Matt says he
arid Clarice are just going to get in their
car and start driving southwest, not
stopping,until it gets warm.
• -No need to go south," he quipped.
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NEW YORK (AP) — The continued
flow of arctic air southward over the
industrial heartland of the nation is also
paralyzing the analytical powers of
many economic forecasters.
Never before have some of _them
faced quite therchallenge they now see
before them, a challenge for which
there are really no guides in the tex-
tbooks and few or no criteria to borrow
from earlier studies.
Most other destructive rampages of
nature have been brief in duration, such
as windstoefits- and earthquakes. Or
they have been geographically limited,
such as floods, droughts and frosts, or
limited to certain crops or industries.
The frigid weather has not been
restricted by geography, time or in-
dustrial category. It covers two-thirds
of the country. It has persisted for four
months. It has slowed, shut or other-
- wise affected every industry that uses
any form of energy, natural, human.
mechanical.
The total bill, measured in lost
production, unemployment, higher fuel
bills, destruction of crops- and
machinery, slowed transportation,
impaired health, lowered productivity
and educational disruption cannot be
calculated.
It is obviously in the many billions of
dollars, but confirination of the rough
estimates probably must await reports
on the Gross National Product, or the
total of all goods and services produced
in a given period.
Meanwhile, economists who could
easily gauge the impact of crop loss
resulting from drought or blight are
perplexed about how and where tO
begin measuring the economic impact
of the big freeze.
Nevertheless, they are pressed to
make their estimates for banks,
brokers, manufacturers and ethers.
Up to now, the major business
economistshave continued to stick with
their earlier forecasts of a steady but
uanpectacular itnprpvement through
much of the year. And some even
suggest we are in for a more prolonged
period of improvement.
The index of leading economic in-
dicators rose in December for the third
straight month, but of even greater
significance, it rose by 1.6 per cent, the
largest gain in well over a year.
But this was before the severest
weather. Throughout the fall — in
October, November and December —
temperatures were well below normal
through much of the East. But that was




forecasters cannot possibly answer is
whether the cold weather will continue.
'The truth is that the meteorologists
can't tell either. About all they can say
is that the pattern that produced the
cold weather is still holding, and from
what they can see it will continue to
hold. An opinion.
And for already perplexed economic
forecasters, that isn't exactly the kinci
of material they can feed to the eleeT
tronic computers.
presented to the council at its regular
meeting last week.
The city is presently divided into two
wards with qalf of the council's twelve
members being elected from each
ward. The dividing line for the wards is
Main Street
The petitioners contend that the -
present two-ward set-up is not ap-
portioned correctly. They say Ward A
(north of Main St.) has fewer residents
than Ward B and therefore the "one-
man, one-vote" principle is not being
adhered to since six council members
are elected from each ward.'
A reapportionment plan presented by
a study committee appointed by former
Mayor Holmes Ellis was approved by
the 1973 Common Council in November
of that year. That plan, which was for
some reason never implemented after
•its approval, divided the city into four
wards with three council members
being elected from each ward.
The reapportionment issue should
definitely be studied, and if inequities
are found, the council should take
immediate action to redistrict the city
voting boundaries. ,
0+0
The gasoline pump automatically
cuts off the flow of fuel into your car's
tank. But people who pump their own
gasoline, -fend Many gas station at-
tendants, often return to "top off" the
tank — putting in enough extra gas to
bring the level to the -very edge and
usually spilling a little.
This may make the pump ,meter
register a nice round dollar figure, but
another result is. that America's oars -
spill at least 10 million gallons and
possibly 40 million gallons — of gasoline
a year, according to some estimates.
The Federal Energy Administration
estimates that-up to 55,000 cars could
drive a year with the fuel that,sloshes
out of our cars' overflow pipes as we.
pull away from gas stations.
The situation is even worse in the
summertime when cold gasoline stored
in underground tanks is pumped into
automobile fuel tanks-. The autos then
sit in the hot sun, the gas expands in
volume, and even more gasoline is lost.
To conserve fuel and save you money,
remember, don't top the tank.
0+0
The Internal Revenue Service plans
to offer additional telephone service to
Kentucky taxpapers. The added &Airs
are intended to provide state-wide
federal income tax assistance by phone
for those persons unable to get the
information during normal Monday
through Friday business hours.
This Saturday (Feb. 5), the IRS will
have toll-free telephone service from 8
a. m. until noon.
The number to call for area residents
— which is also listed in the tax
package mailed to taxpayers — is 1-800-
292-6570.
The Louisville district IRS office said
taxpayers. should check their tax
package for-thibwei s to questions prior




Q: Mrs EM writes that she is
shocked - at the apparent in-
difference of wane parents to the
safety and welfare of their
children ST* tells of an only
child, an 8-year-old boy, who
was brought in toy ambulance to
the emergency room where she
is a nurse.
The ambulance had bçen
called by a I4-year-old girl
was working for the first bine
a bahysitter for a family that
had recently mOved to the city.
The boy had fallen down a
flight of stairs, fracturing his
Ja4s,„cutting deep laceratiore in
his lips, breaking his front. teeth
and knocking .himself un-
conscious when his head hit the
By F.J.L Blasingarne, M.D
floor
When the boy's parents left the
sitter early in the evening. they
satd that ihey would he -gone a
few hours- and gave no details
about where they could be lo-
cated
Mrs I,41 feels that, the young
_sitter. used good judgment in
seeking emergency care,
HiVvever. the hospital and its
staff were placed in the awk-
ward position of having to treat
a minor without the permmon
of his parents.
The ho 's parents showed up
long after midnight, apparently
after partying. and showed little
outward ciincern atxmit the pmb-
'terns created by their being out
of contact
A:. Parenthood is a 24-hour-a'
day resportsibility, even when
the parents are out in the eve-
ning.
All babysitters. especially new
ones, need to Icnow where one or
both parents can be reached •hy
telephone, if posrable If not, Ills
not expecting too much for the
parents to call home every few
hours. especially if they are to he
at a different location or if they
have been delayed -
Its wise Vi have artlertrenorer
for the sitter written out and
reviewed to avoid any mis-
understanding '
A visit with the. child or
sitter and to explain the trans:leer\
children is in order to asso,,,i
of authority to her in the parents' \
absence Running around the
house, romping in bed and using
fire, such as in cooking, should
be discussed and an understand-
ing.should he reaehed -
'The hest way to'handle home
accidents is to prevent them
Carelessness by parents en- -
couragPs carelessness in
children
Parents' indifference to Thu
save& of their children. even
when the parents are out for the
.evening is a form of child abuse
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.787 110 95 5.3 83 48 1 279 15.5
_ -
.821 66 73 4 .1- 14 27- -0-140 10.6
.409 103 32 1.8 25 37 1
57-126 .452 16-34 .471 87 87 6.2 33 47 2
48-102 .471 12-18 .667 60 98 6.1 9 32 0
42-75 .560 15-30 .500 48 83 4.6 2 32 1
16-51 .314 18-25 .720 42 12 .7 20 23 0
6-17 .353 0-3 .000 14 5 .5 1 6 0
6-9 .667 9-10 .900 4 12 1.7 2 3 0
.4-4 .667 4-4 .1.000 2 1 .3 0 0 0
3 1-2 .500 3-3 1.000 1 1 .3 0 2 :::,
2 1-1 1.000. 0-0 .00Q 0 1 .5 0 1 0
5 2-5" .400 0-3 .000 6 11 2.2 1 6 0
3 0-1 .000 0-4 .090 5 0 .0 0 0 0 0
 -....,,____
11 15-29 .517 2-3 .667 15 1- 6 .5 10 .j2
Thompson Scores 37 As
Nuggets Smash Bullets
• By HANK LOW ENKRON
AP Sports Writer
Coach Larry Brown was not
171
afraid to change a formula
9.5 which had given his Denver
130 9.3 Nuggets the best record in the
National Basketball
108 6.8 Association this season.
The Nuggets, Midwest
-Division leaders, took a 32-15
50 2 .8 record into Wednesday night's
battle against the Washington
12 1.2 Bullets, pacesetters in the
21 3.0 Central Division. That record
had been compiled with David
12 4. 0 Thompson playing at guard
5 1 . 7 most of the time.
,But Thompson was at
2 1 .0 forward against the Bullets.
4 8 The 
position was hirdly a new.
One for the 6-foot-41/2 Thom-
.0 pson, who earned All-
2 
= American honors at that spot
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  lacers Must Win Two This Weekend
•••
Fred Overton and Jim Calvin may be expecting some
physical basketball this weekend when the Raters host
Eastern 'Kentucky and Morehead in two crucial OVC con-
tests.
Wednesday afternoon, the Racers went through one of
their most physical scrimmages of the year as bodies were
flying in all directions.
Particularly impressive was 6-4 forward Skeeter Wilson
who is due to break loose any time and show what he is
capable of doing.
Also impressive was 6-11 center Danny Jarrett who
seemed to enjoy the body contact under the boards. Jarrett
was matched up against John Randall, who is still- being
hampered by his bad knee.
The task for this weekend is quite simple. The Racers
must win both games.
Eastern will be fired up for the Racers Saturday. The
Colonels are in the cellar of the league and have no place to
go but up in the standings.
When the two clubs met earlier this season in Richmond,
the Racers took a 71-70 win as a shot at the buzzer by Tyrone
Jones of Eastern was ruled not good.
Eastern would like nothing more than to win the game
and help knock the Racers out of the running for the league
title.
The game with Eastern may be tougher than the one
Monday with Morehead.
The Racers have plenty of reasons to be more than ready
for Morehead. When the two clubs opened league play last
month at-Morehead, the Eagles outpointed Murray State27-
9 from the free throw line and went on to take a 79-71 win in
a game which the Racers have not forgotten yet.
. To say the Racers were angry about that loss might be
the understatement of the year. If the Racers win over
Eastern Saturday and there is a packed house for
Morehead Monday, look for Murray to try and win by 20
points or more, if they can.
For the benefit of the fans, the next three games should be
quite interesting. •
After Eastern and Morehead, Oral Roberts comes to town
Wednesday. The Titans lost by six points earlier this season
on their home floor to Austin Peay. They also have an All-
American in Anthony Roberts, one of the top scorers in the
nation.
In addition to Roberts, they have a 7-5 'freshman center.
We might get him to posefor a picture, standing beside Len-
ny Barber of the Racers. Would be quite a contrast wouldn't
it?
Regardless of how the Racers fare on the road, they will
be able to finigh in the top four if they can win all of their
remaining-league games at home.
_ If Murray wins all four home games and wins just one of
the three on the road, it would be a 10-4 season, which might
be good enough for a tie for second place.
But if Murray were to win only three of the home games
then lose all of the i.oia games, the Racers would be 8-6 in
the league and would probably finish fourth, providing East
Tennessee doesn't get hot over the final half of the race.
But with the talent and the attitude of the players on the
team, it's highly unlikely the Racers would fall to 8-6 in the
league.
I would predict Austin Peay to finish at 11-3 and in first
place 131, themselves. After that, it's going to be a wild
-1 think he (Thompson) was
79.8 more comfortable playing
forward," said Brown after
76.0 Thompson scored 37 points,
helping Denver shatter
  ---wastringtottls--eight-game
winning streak with a 119-105
victory.
He looked more relaxed,"
said Brown-- "I loved our
guard play. I think Jimmy
Price and Ted McClain took a
loidpreasure off David."
scramble between Murray, Middle and Morehead and the
team that finishes in fourth place is going to be in trouble.
Austin Peay has won 27 consecutive games in Dunn Cen-
ter. To have the OVC Tournament at Clarksville is almost
declaring the whole season a forfeit and giving the crown to
the Governors.
It would be poetic justice if someone were to knock off
The Peay in the tournament.
If you have not seen many Racers games this season,
Saturday will be a good chance to come out and watch them
play. There should be a large crowd but many of the studen-
tt will probably go home fozathe weekend and people in the
county or in the Graves-Marshall County area will be able
to find seats.
Price, whO had not been
starting, • took over Thomp-
son's spot in the backcourt and
came through with 14 points,
10 rebounds and 11 assists.
McClain contributed 17_points,
seven rebounds and six
assists.
In other NBA action, the
Philadelphia 76ers built their
Atlantic Division lead to 71/2
games over the idle New York
Knicks by defeating Detroit
.138-116, while the New York
Nets topped the slumping
Boston Celtics 99-89. The
Phoenix Suns outscored
Milwaukee 130-113, Kansas ,
City downed Portland 119-107
and Seattle routed New
Orleans 120-95. The Houston
Wake Forest Edges By
Duke, Bearcats Upset
By HANK LOW ENKRON
AP Sports Writer
Wake Forest Coach Carl
lacy is thankful that his team
does not take basketball polls
too seriously. -
"We haven't talked about
them (polls) all year," said
Tacy Wednesday night after
his fifth-rated Deacons
defeated Duke 89-80 in an
Atlantic Coast Conference
basketball game.
"We notice the polls,
though," he added. "And I
think we're looking better
that) the sixth-place (ACC)
finish predicted for us at the
beginning of the season."
Indeed, they are The
Deacons now are 17-2 over-all
and lead the tough ACC with a
6-1 record.
Forward Rod Griffin
sparked Wake Forest to its
lastest victory with 28 points.
In other games involving
rated teams, Pittsburgh upset
No. 12 Cincinnati 6544 on a 22-
foot jump shot by junior Larry
Harris at the final buzzer;
Arkansas, No. 14, routed
Southern Methodist 81-58 in a
Southwest Conference game,
and 20th-rated Detroit beat
Eastern Michigan 87-82.
"The bench told me to take
the shot, even if I was double-
teamed," said Harris, whose
Save fuel and money by coming to Rudy's for these specials
Friday Er Saturday, Feb. 4th and 5th from 1030a. m. ti 8 p. m.
8 Oz (_-J)oce
$298Sirloin Strip Steak 
With Large Tossed Salad, Choice of Potato 8 Texas Toast.
Catfish, Cole Slaw, White Beans, French Fries &
Hushpuppies you con eat •
PLUS Free Homemade Ice Cream '239
Our Hours during the Energy Crisis are 6 a. m. to 6-p. m.
Mon. thru Thurs. - 6a. m. to 8p. m. Fn. and Sat.
Rudy's RestaLaant
winning basket gave Pitts
leading scorer 31 points for the
game.
"We've got to start to
believe in ourselves,- ad-
deedd Harris after the 4-14
Panthers upendesPi'incinnati,
now 15-3.
SIVRJ left Marvin Delph open
for outside shots and he scored
a career-high 30 points in the
Razorbacks' 10th straight
victory.
Ron Brewer added 21 points
for the 18-1 Razorbacks.
John Long scored 32 points
and Terry Tyler 25 for 17-1
Detroit, which has won 16
straight games. -
In other Wednesday night
action, John Gerdy scored 28
points as Davidson nipped the
Citadel 62-60 in a Southern
Conference guile; freshman
Jo Jo Hunter scored a career-
high 20 points, leading
Maryland over Virginia 82-67
College Results
By The Associated Press
EAST
Delaware 68, W Chester 67
'Fairleigh Dickinson 54, Dre-
xel 48
Fordham 68, CCNY 53
Lafayette 81, Bucknell 63
LaSalle 71, Villanova 70
Lehigh .71, Rider 67, OT
Massachusetts 85, Boston Col
69
Pittsburgh 65, Cincinnati 64
St. John's, N.Y. 82, George-
town, D.C. 66
SOUTH
Davidson 62, Citadel 60
Maryland 82, Virginia 67
Memphis St 97, W Kentucky
75
Middle Tenn. St 94, Marshall"
87
Navy .104, Johns Hopkins 61
N Alabama 61, Tennessee St
51
Old Dominion. 103, St
Francis, Pa. 79
S Carolina 95, Richmond 63
S Carolina St 121, Benedict 92
Wake Forest 89, Duke 80
MIDWEST
Ball St 65, Ohio U 64
Butler 65, Valparaiso 60
Cent Michigan 88, Toledo 81
Chicago Loyola 67, W Mich-
igan 63
Detroit 87, E Michigan 82
Evansville 92, DePauw 87
Kansas 60, Oklahoma St 58
Kansas St 70, Iowa St 51






Arkansas 8, S Methodist 58
Quincy 66, Tulsa 59
FAR WFST
Western St 101, Colorado Col
3? 1
WillaMette 103, S Oregon_157 • \
in the ACC; freshman Darryl
Gladden hit two free throws
with three seconds left, giving
La Salle a 71-70 upset over
Villanova in the second half of
'a doubleheader at the
Palestra in Philadelphia after
St. Joseph's, Pa. downed
American 77-70.
Nine consecutive points by
Glenn Williams and a 28-point
performance by George
Johnson sparked St. John's
over Georgetown 82-66, while
Fordham snapped its 10-game
losing streak with a 68-53
victory over CCNY.
Miami of Ohio snapped
Northern Illinois' five-game
winning streak and took over
first place in the Mid-
American Conference with a
99-91 triumph as Archie
Aldridge scored 28 points for
the winners. Central Michigan




Middle Tennessee State over
Marshall 94-87; Kansasedging
Oklahoma State 60-58 and
Oklahoma taking over first
place in the Big Eight Con-
ference with a 66-63 victory
over Missouri; Memphis
State, 18-3, over Western
Kentucky 97-75, and South
Carolina routing Richmond 95-
63.
Named To Post
ST. LOUIS ( AP ) - Former
-coach George Kissel' has been
named field coordiribtor for
player development of the St.
Louis baseball Cardinals.
Kissel', replaces Harry
Walker, who has been placed
on special assignment with
emphasis on the major
leagues, the team said
Wednesday.
The Cardinals also ex-
panded their scouting staff to
34, naming 19 newcomers,
including former major
leagueers Chuck Taylor and
Phil Gagliano' as scouts and




Corrado Barazzutti of Italy
upset U.S. indoor champion
Dick Stockton of Dallas 6-4, 6-
2, advancing to the quarter-
finals of the Richmond Telmis
Classic.
game at Buffalo was post-
poned due to bad weather.
Tiers 138, Pistons 116
Julius Erving and Steve Mix
each scored 25 points and
Lloyd Free had 24 as the 76ers
recorded their 12th victory in
16 games. The 76ers, who are
weak at center due to injuries
to Harvey Catchings and
Caldwell Jones, used 19-year-
old Darryl Dawkins at center
against veteran Bob Lanier,
who led Detroit with 23 points.
Nets 99, Celtics 89
Bubbles Hawkins came off
the bench and scored 13 points
in the final period as the Nets
won for only the second time
in 18 games. Boston dropped
its sixth game in seven
outings.
fUngs 119, Trail Blazers 107
Ron Boone scored 28 points,
sparking the Kings against
Portland, which played
without injured center Bill
Walton, who is suffering from
an inflamed Achilles tendon
and may he out of the lineup -
until next week.
Suns 130, Bucks 113
Alvan Adams looked like the
center who was named NBA.
Rookie of the Year last season
as he combined with Paul
Westphal for 56 points and 22
assists in leading the Suns
over Milwaukee.
Adams scored 15 points in
the first quarter and finished
with- 27 while picking- up 10
assists.
SuperSonics 120, Jazz 95_
Seattle centers Mike Green
and Tommy Burleson com-
bined for 33 points as the
Sonics handed New Orleans its\
llth consecutive road loss.
Burleson, scoreless as a
starter, returned to action and
scored 17 points'in the game's
final 18 minutes after Green
had replaced him and scored
16.
111 Hit ti 1.1.:1/4;ER "ITVV:S
PORTS
Morehead Wins, Western
Falls To Memphis State
By The Associated Press
Morehead and Western
Kentucky took a break from
Ohio Valley Conference
basketball action Wednesday
night, with decidedly different
results.
Andre Jones scored 25
points, Herbie Stamper added
20 and Ted Hundley pitched in
18 to lead Morehead to an 82-74
win over Northern Kentucky,
but Western Kentucky was a
97-75 victim of Memphis-State.
In 'other games involving
Kentucky colleges, Kentucky
State ripped Chicago State 89-
67, Southeast Missouri
outlasted Kentucky Wesleyan
86-77, Pikeville stopped Union
Tntnaylirania edged_ _




Morehead's Eagles, 10-6, led
43-32 with 19:33 left to play,
but Northern, 11-7, rallied to a
63-63 tie with 7:44 remaining.
Pat Ryan, the game's leading
scorer with 35 points, hit 12
consecutive points to Pull the
Northmen even, and a Ryan
layup two minutes _later gave
Northern its only lead at 68-67.
But-Tiro-relead Icored six
straight points.after that and
never trailed again.
Guards Dexter Reed and
Alvin Wright each scored 18
points to lead Memphis State's
breeze past Western, which
fell to 5-14' for the season.
Wright scored 12 of his points
in the first half as Memphis
State built, 47-3,6 halftime
lead, and Reed added 12 after
intermission to insure the
Tigers' 18th win in 21 games.
Western Kentucky was led
by Aaron Bryant's 23 points.
Billy Ray Bates scored vi
points and teammate Gerald
Cunningham added 23 to lead
Kentucky State to its seventh
straight win and its 15th.in 17
games.
John. Sanchez had 23 points
for Southeast Missouri, which
blew most of a 19-point lead as
Wesleyan drew within 78-76 in
the final minutes.
Terry Hawkins scored 20
points and Fred Walker added




James Clay's two free
throws with 1:13 to play saved
TransDvania after the
Pioneers had lost' a 16-point
halftime lead.
Dallas Leake poured in 28
points as Berea overcame a
46-39 halftime deficit against
Cumberland, which got 32
points from Gary Patton.
GOLF
SARASOTA, Fla. - Debbie
Massey of Bethlehem, Pa.,
and Debbie Skuntiei
Vista, Calif., shared the
halfway lead in the Ladies
Professional Golf Association




ingerova bettered her world
indoor shot put record, with a
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LESS "Factory Sale 9000
Days" DISCOUNT





- Guess" sensor fnonitorS
teinperatures; ends cycle
when clothes are dry.
Perm. Press/Poly Knit, Extra




Only at Murray Appliance: NO MONEY DUE UNTIL
MAY 1st.
DON'T LET HIGH NEAt BILLSIEEP YOU FROM
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THESE GREAT GUY !
Murray Appliance Co.
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Ttiger irls Go To 7-2- cm, „„, 1 LEIR.111 T.m.7.;)
By.Ripping Farmington  PORTS,—
The Murray High girls'
----basketball team. rolled to its
fifth conseeutive win Monday
afternoon as they handed host
Farmington a 65-35 setback.
With the win, the Tiger girls
improve their season record to
7-2.
Murray was never in any
trouble. The Tigers rolled to a
17-6 lead in the. first period-as .
Farmington could not manage
to mount any offensive attack.
In the second quarter, the
Tiger girls outpointed the
Wildcats only 11-8 and carried
a 28-14 lead into the dressing
room at intenjssion  
Murray rolled im 16 points in
the third frame and added 21
more in the fourth quarter as
Coach - Jane Fitch was able to
empty her bench, giving all 15
players a chance at some
Farmington and Murray
took the same number-of shots
from the field, 68, but the
Tigers hit on 28 field goals
'while the Wildcats could
manage only 11 field goals.
Murray outrebounded
Farmington 44-25 with
Tammy Boone leading the
board attack with 13 while
Kris .. Rut[ grabbed nine,
and Donna Miller six,
In the scoring department,
she added 10. Krista Russell
'and Katherine Simmons each
scored eight points. ,..
"Boone had a big 'game for
us and Denise Bumphis
probably played less than two
quarters," Coach Fitch said.
"We wanted to give Sim-
mons as much playR time as
we could. I was very Pleased
AllatAaina . Washer got 10
points. I've been hoping she
would have a good offensive
game.
"I was also very pleased
with the bench play. Many of
our games have been close
and we just haven't bad -
opportunity for everyone to
get a chance-U-1 pIay;" Coach
Fitch added
In the freshman boys'
contest, Murray overcame a
14-8 first period deficit to post
a 51-311_ viCtory Aaver-Far-
mington.
A 16-5 outbreak in the:
second frame turned the game
for the Tigers and then in the
third period, Murray out-
pointed Farmington 16-6 to
carry a 40-25 lead into the last
frame.
Nicky Swift fired in 24 points
to pace the Tiger freshmen
while Nick Hibbard added 14
points.
The frosh will be idle until
supposed to play tonight
against Hickman-County but
the game has been cancelled,
will play Monday against
Marshall County.
Also Monday, there will be a
Satra Planning Legal
Action Against NBC
ret----ToTaTs it 1.3 7.1 35 Rut everything changed ata in December after the net-
meeting in Moscow in mid- works pulled out of the talks. A
Jaina Washer was the only -Calloway County. . . ,starray 17 11 16 21 -6..$other Tiger to hit twin digits as . The varsity girls, who were Farmington 6 6 7 14- 35 December. - CBS went to' New York-based international
Russia confident of returning trading company, •Satra
Racers Face Two Key . in •4' three-pronged internalRussians became embroiled. never fully explained: Thewith the Russians, but it was
with a signed contract. But signed some sort of agreement
bickering among the Soviet Russians later -admitted that '
Olympic .Committee, the • the Sutra agreement didn't
Ohio Valley Contests' . television ministry andpolitical forces, and CBS lostits advantage. factor.. Now Satra is planningmean much and the networksnever considered Satre a
a, Stunned, the CBS " brass tk take legal, .agairist
By JOE TOM ERWIN
Although they were knocked
from their perch atop the Ohio
Valley Conference standings
hy Austin Peay last Saturday,
Murray. State's Racers are
still sitting pretty, according
to Racer coach Fred Overton.
"Me still haven't been
beaten at home, and we've
split half our road' games in
our first swing around the
conference," Overton said."-"If
we can do as well the second
time around, I think we'll at
least share the title."
The Racers, 13-5 overall and
• 5-2 the tA/C; will play
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead over the next
weekend. Eastern will be in
Murray Saturday, Morehead
Monday., Eastern is 4-10
overall and 1-6 in the OVC.
Morehead is 9-6 overall and
tied with Murray for second
place in the league.
The Racers geaTEastern 71-
70 earlier this season at Rich-
mond and lost' 79-71 at'
Morehead.
"Those two gamed are -
musts fo_r us," Overton ,said,
"and they certainly won't be
easy. Eastern is still smarting
from that disallowed shot up
there that let us beat them,
and Morehead, with its
deliberate game, plays about
as well on the road as it does at
home."
Morehead has the leading
junior varsity girls' game. . CBS decided, all thingsBy HOWARD SMITH .The site and time for the considered, the risks involvedAP Sports Writergames have not been set as of NEW YORK ( AP) - The weren't Worth. the potential •_Yet- -, as ended but the melody reward& SO the networkFreshmsua Boys .. Isinflgit on. NBC is the winner, dropped out of the wholeMurray 8 16 16 11-51 ABC is the loser. CBS is the preject. "There is a feelingFarmington14 • 5 6 11-36
Murray (51) - Daniel 4, 
dropout. And Satre is still a 
disappointment," 
i nitnmtennset , ., short-term 
Murraymystery.
Rollins 6, Hibbard 14, Wells 3,
' Swift 24 and Latto. • 
When NBC signed a cdintract tesormurcree, 
relief."
immense long-
- Farnungton 1361  - Brittaus 
With the Soviets Tuesday for
United States television rights With CBS out of the running,..
Ith-L-1- -C6elinint 8. r&rgan -1•LLte-theL1980-MoicOartilYtimica .-LNK if_irl _ ABC-- went Zack to -Henderson 4 ant  West. 5  ----the- network climaxed an unilateral negotiations. Satre
uphill struggle that- began was still a-mystery. --
,fg -ft" Ig tp nearly two years ago. And that, Enter Lothar Bock, a West
Boone . ' 8 2 . 4 ut . may be just the beginning. We German who served as CBSlAttleton ...
  13 (10 31 : are still 3'2 years away from emissary to -Moseow for 18iiiirnailis , .
Farrell . 0 0 2 0 tlie lighting of the Olympic months. With CBS out of the
1- --14- -:--trieca Lasid.410t1editNappeitlnL--Pictur-e,--Roek-- -offered- --his- -1cf:Rusf'it"1:: . -7:- j 
'..: ----' 1 - 18---.- that time. .Simmons • . . . services to NBC. A team ofWilliams  1 0 3
K. Outland  . 2 0 1 A lot has already happened. NBC negotiators, including
o 1 0 Basically, NBC rallied from Bock, dashed off to Moscow:41.illerla." 2 1 4 third place in the - Olympic and, by the time ABC arrived,Kay Russell 0 2
Totals 29 7 19 65 sweepstakes to take the whdle a dealliad been concluded.
ferment. thing - a development which Terms of the deal reportedly
surprised most observers.' call for about $85 million, $50 .
1, Baliant„,, - (214 'ft, v12 1P6 Almost everyone agrees that million of it up front - $20
Weeks . 1 i 1 3 . CBS, in particular, and ABC million in 1977 and $30 millionKendall  . _1 4 2 6 were most likely to succeed as in 1978. In addition, the net- 'Rile v 2 4 5 a
Perkins . . 3 0 5 6 late as last . December. NBC work could wind up spending
0 2
,  I i 6 .was a dark horse. Satre was a• as much astJemilliuninorein---
eanateare o o 1 - o mystery. - assorted production costs.Bell .._..... _..... ..... _ 1 0- 0-1- --,-- - , - Satra-came into the picture0 2 0 1
"We made some mistakes at
Austin Peay - we. didn't
check the backboards and we
took some shots we shouldn't
I....Lave taken," Overton said,
"but we stayed in the game
until they blew so hotthe last
eight minutes:
"Of course we would have
liked to Win there but well
have a shot at them in Murray
later this season. They've a
fine team though'," and (Otis)
Howard was unbelieveable."
16 "I think we'll snap back this
weekend. We had a good
practice Monday. And the
— decided tejoin -the other twoscorer in the league in Herbie guys really worked on some of NBC for. interfering with
Stamper who is averaging those little things we've been netstorks in a pool
arrangement. CBS. had 
Satra's interests. -
bettern than 20 points a game. telling them all season were so Satra is still a mystery.
resisted the idea earlierEastern's Dave gootcheck is important against a good
. because officials believed they To Meet Friendsrunner-up to Stamper with, an team." •could get the Games on theiraverage lust under 20, The4urray women's teamEastern's Mike Wilier leads will a play both Saturday "rn• ATLANTA (AP) - Guard
the leauge in rebounds] and Monday - against The networks submitted a Claude Terry, (Attained by the) 
for pool. toyvrage-to- the Atlanta Hawks of -the NationalMarray's Mike Muff is third Memphis State and-Lambuth. -Plan
in scoring with an average of The women's games will begin Justice Department, but Basketball Association from
17:-Grovei Woolard has at 5:15, the men's games at almost immediately :CBS the Buffalo Braves, will face
averaged . 15.5, Zach 7:36. began ,to have second is old teammates tonight
Blasingarne 10.6, thoughts. The plan called for when the teams meet at-the
Warren 9.5, John Randall 9.3, Renews Contract _the : entire Olympics to be Omni. •
Donell Wilson 6.8, and Danny made available to all three Atlanta acquired Terry for- -
Jarrett 5.5. SPOKANE, Wash. - "We networks with each one cash and -a future draft choice
deciding . how much of it to Wednesday. Terry averagedMuff has 8.3 rebounds a 'are close to the top of the
game, Randall 6.2, and Wilson mountain. I want to'be part.of: televise. That could have 3.5 points in 33 games this
6:1. Woolard leads the team in the success that is. going to resulted in two sVeeltd - of sea. He played lour years
nothing but Olympics on all %% ith Denver in the oldassists with 83 and in free' come," Washington State
three networks. And ABC. American Basketballthrow shooting with 78.7 per -basketball Coach George
cent. with its past Olympic track Association before 'being
As a team, the Racers have new contract Wednesday. 
Raveling said after signing a
recortl, could have drawn the tradtd to the Braves last
majority of the viewers. Selcitember.-averaged 79.8 points and 41:8 - The contract is for three
rebounds to opponents' 76 years, with a renewal clause
points and 38.8 rebounds. for a.fourth year, said Athletic
Director Sam Jankovich.
Under Raveling,,
Washington State's record has
improved every year since he.
first signed in 1973. The
• Cougars are 14-4 this season, • By WILL GRIMSLEY
after posting an 184 mark last AP Special Cerrespondeat
season. . NEW YORK f AP) —At the
tender age of 20, Bjorn Borg is
BOWLING a walking, talking, racquet-
FI.ORISSANT, Mo. - swinging conglomerate.
Tommy Hudson of Akron, His racquet arm belongs to
Ohio, averaged 251) per game Bancroft. His feet belong to
in taking the lead after two Tretorn, his head tnaSwedi.sh
rounds of the $100,000 brewery called Tuborg and his
Professional Bowler's right shoulder to a Scan-
Association St. Louis Open, dinavian air line, SAS.
Borg Getting Tired Of
Being Sports Superstar
thing: Keep Bjorn happy.
The golden-haired Swede is
tpical of the manner in which
top profebsional athletes are
packafecTand sold. They are
figuratively cut up and
o
parceled out like choice pieees
f beef. 
Borg is a quiet, introverted
oung man who, like another
famous Swede, Greta Garbo,
probably would much prefer
He gets paid handsomely for t,, be alone - with Mariana.
• appearing on the court in the Vet he was picked up in North
familiar striped attire of Fila Little Rock, Ark., early
and for driving sports 'cars Wednesday morning, after
made by Saab. He is im- playing a match the night
mortalized in stone by a, hefore, and flown by char-
subsidized sculptor and in ia t,-red jet to face a battery of
syndicated corffic strip. He and camera men at noon
takes it off the top from n ••• fashionable 21 Club in New
tennis shop in Monte Carlo. ,rk. Then he was letted to
But his heart' helongs td. • .eveland for another --press
,nference at 4-p.m. and from
there to Pittsburgh for yet
another at 7:30, 'flying back to
Arkansas before midnight. \
It's one of the burdens to be
h, lime by. a Modem sports
..iperstar, part of the blood he
7.ust shed for his fame and
rtune..
It's been a hectic, fast-paced
;ife for Borg, timid by nature,
mature beyond his years,
lverse ..to. partying and
On every trip he's
taken., cordons of Swedish
lewsmen Italie engulfed him.
His every move is flashed to
pipers and radio stations back
,,ome.. He .became a national




-Was it becade you had a
.-±sked. '
onflict with the Swedish
ederation?" Borg was
package. Borg insiAed on -No, I have nidny friends on •
that TV tycoon Joe Zinale. federation," he replied.
owner of the Nets, meekly It was because ,of the jeer-
acquiesced. The amortaot nalists.",
Mariana.
"You ;would have to say
Bjorn is one of the wealthiest





Clevelande a sprawling firm
which is helping Bjorn get rich
quick.
"I wouldn't want to say
what he is worth - a
millionaire and more."
It was Stanner who or-
chestrated Borg's latest
financial coup.- a three-year.
$1.5-million contract to play
-this summer for the Cleveland
Nets in World Team Tennis.
One of the provisions is that'
Borg gets to bring along his
pretty fiancee, Mariana
Simonescu, 20, of Romania, a
premising Young tennis player
in her own right.
Mariaha was --part- Of the
39-Year-Old Emile Griffith
Still Plugging Away In Ring
• By ED SCHUYLER JR,.
AP Sports Writer ,
NEW YORK (AP) - He
stood there in the center of the
ring, and the grin on his face
beamed his feelings as the
Madison Square Garden
crowd cheers poured over
'him.
There could not have been a
better birthday present for.
Emile Griffith, who was 39
today,.the day after opening
his 20th season as a pro fighter
with a :victory in a 10-round
middlewight fight. ,
"It. made him feel terrific,"
said Howie Albert, who got
Giffith into the fight game and
:still Is -with the forrner
tirried vielterweight Ind=
middleweight champion. ..
The opponent was 25-year-
old Christy Elliott, the decison
Was as close as it could be, but
this time the boos most cer-
tainly would have come if
-Griffith-hadlost whatwas tilu
28th Garden appearance and
his first fight in the United
States since Nov. 72, 1974.
_It was not always that way.
As a champion and
challenger, Griffith often was
booed as a winner in his
hometown.
"That was beautiful," said.
Griffith. "Maybe oughta stay
away more often. That way,
when I come back, they'll:love
me more. I'm very glad to be
back home I like traveling,
but not that much."
The decision was a majority
one - one judge voting for
Griffith, one calling it a draw
and referee Arthur Mercante;
scoring it even but Avarding
the fight to Griffith on his
strong finish, which can be
done under New York rules.
"I could have knocked him
out," said Griffith, who relied
oil a left hand, which he
applied like an artist's brush,
and the ringaiattsbitive-:,.-Ims-rta
picked -- up--from fighting the
best welterweight and mid-
dlewights in the world over the
last 16 years.
One of the few right -hands
Griffith threw was tq the body
in the _eighth_ round, end it -hurt-
EfliOtLàn TriShinariliVing
Clifton, N.J., Who faded in the
last three rounds as -Emile
came on in what he said
"seemed like .1-good workout
in the gym."
The victory was the 86th
against 21 • losses and two
draws for Griffith and it was
•••••
'made sweeter by the af-
fectionate ovation offered by





- Tennessee is king of, the hill
'in the Southeastern Con-
ference basketball race, and -
Bernard King is one of the
reasons.
King leads the league with
an average of 25,3 points and
14.7 rebounds per game.
Teanunate Ernie Grunfeld
second to King with a 24.2
scoring average.
The Vols' Mike Jackson hits
86.6 per cent of his'shots fiOnt
the free throw line, anti
Reggie Johnson scores on 66 I
:per rent Of rieff-knal  
tempts.
GENERAL
WINSTED, Conn..- ,Robert _ _
Nash,- the first 'captain of the
New York Giants professional
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Call or Visit your Seirs store today for a battery to lit you' •a•
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Weather Gets The Best Of
Postal Service In Some Areas
WASHINGTON i'AP) . -
Neither rain nor snow now
anything else is supposed to
keep the mail from getting
through. But that's been a tall
order this frigid winter.
The Postal Service has been
called upon to deliver mail
through Arctic temperatures,
howling winds and blizzards
this winter. And postal of-
ficials say the mail has gotten
tlyrough in most areas, despilig
-ecord low jemrskeraures arC4,.
heavy snowfalls.
But nature got the best of
!he Postal Service in western
•ind northern New York State,
where near-blizzard con-
htions have prevailed this
week, rand in other scattered,
, C.;
Area.
Mail could not be delivered
Saturday, Monday, and
Tuesday in Buffalo, Water-
town and Rochester, N.Y., and
surrounding areas, Postal
Service 'spokesman Bernard
.T -Roswig said. -
. Sonic mail service was
restored Wednesday in the
Buffalo and Rochester areas
but not in the Watertown area,
he said.
While the weather was bad,
Roswig said it was not always
weather alone that stopped
mail deliverieslnthose-ateas.
Traffic, including niaillriicks,
was prohibited from traveling
some snowbound roads.
The first truck since Jan.
29 got through today from .
Syracuse to Watertown,"
Roswig said Wednesday. •
Delivery problems were
reported in rural areas in the,
Eastern part of the nation.
Roswig cited the situation in
norihern Maine, where letter
carriers were slowed by the
bad weather and mail could
n61 be delivered every day.
In many areas problems
have been encountered on
snowbound highways, but
Roswig said, "There may
have been some-
delivering the mail, but
nothing inordinate."
In these matters, the Postal
Service is bound by the words
chisled into the General Post
Office in New York:
"Neither snow .nor rain, nor
heat nor gloom of night stays
these carriers from the swift
completion of their appointed
rounds."
The famous quotation was
adapted from the description
by the Greek historian
Herodotus of the Persian
postal system of 500 B.C.
Chairman Of Assassinations
Probe Claims New Evidence
WASHINGTON APi The
chairman of the House
Assassinations Committee,
given two months to prove his
panel should stay in business,
says he has new evidence that
indicates the killers of John F.
Kennedy and Martin Luther
King Jr. did not act alone.
After the House voted
Wednesday night to continue
the panel through March 31,
Rep. Henry Gonzalez, D-Tex.,





evidence, not yet completely
cortoborated and cross-
checked, that indicates the
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Earl Ray did not act alone" in
the King slaying and that Lee
Harvey Oswald was not alone
in killing Kennedy, said
Gonzalez.
The assassinations panel
Was- established last _ Sep-
tember, but a controversy
developed over its request for
a budget of $6.5 million a year
and its-chief counsel, ftichard
A. Sprague. The two-month
extension was a compromise,
and Gonzalez will have to-
work with $84,000 a month.
Gonzalez said the new
evidence had developed since
the committee issued its
preliminary report in
Deember. He declined to
elaborate, saying it might
jeopardize the investigation,
and he stressed that the leads
still have to be checked out
closely.
His remarks conflicted
directly with a Justice
Department report ' leaked
earlier - Wednesday that
concluded Ray alone killed
King.
After a 10-month in-
vestigation, a team of Justice
Department lawyers rejected
theories that Ray was only a
cog in a conspiracy to
assassinate the civil rights
leader.
The _report, completed
several weeks ago, was
withheld from formal
publication so it would not
influence the House vote,
Justice Department sources
said. But opponents of the
assassination committee cited
the report Wednesday. Sup-
porters said they found the
timing of the leak suspicious.
"I find it very irregular I
have not been able to see the




PALS — Stonewall, mascot at the SPCA shelter in Salinas, Calif.. has outgrown his basket. He's
willing to share it with Herbie, a little rabbit, Officials say the pooch and rabbit have become pals.
W
Allies Promise To Back Carter
In Limiting Nuclear Weapons
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.'
allies in Europe and Japan are
promising to back President
Carter's efforts to slow world
trade in nuclear power and
weapons, but they're
mystified by how it's all going
to be done.
This emerged from a survey
of opinion among diplomats of
key nations among the six
visited by Vice President





Paris and Tokyo was to em-
phasize a fundamental con-
tinuity in Carter's approach to
U.S. alliances and objectives.
His talks -ranged from the'
affairs of FtiroPe and Asia to
and matters of nuclear
strategy.
Mondale set forth a, variety
of U.S. ideas, proposals and
intentions without
elaboration, producing puz-
zled queries from allied
capitals to diplomats here.
Diplomatic sources say
Washington ca'n't answer the
Steelworkers Election May Hold
Clue To Blue Collar Workers Mood
PITTSBURGH API --The
United Steelworkers union
votes for top officers nexi
week in an election that may
hold clues to the mood of blue-
collar workers in the United
States and Canada.
The rank-and-file has a
clear choice in Lloyd
McBride, a union veteran
pledged to moderate policies,
or Edward Sadlowski, an
avowed militant who aims to
shake up not only the USW,
but the labor movement in
general.
Interest in the Feb. 8
balloting goes far beyond
steelworker union halls.
As the largest unit in the
AFL-CIO • with lit thillibn
members, the USW often sets
the pattern for contracts in
other unions. What the USW
wins at the bargaining table
could affect the prices of items
ranging from soup cans to
railroad tracks; and the
union's success in that role
has become a major cam-
paign issue.
"I find the union becoming
very compatible with the steel
-industry rather than with the
membership," Sadlowski tells
workers at mill gates and beer
busts across the country.
"What I propose to go back
to is bargaining with equal
strength with the employer,"
says the 38-year-old rebel who
hails from the grimy mills of
Chicago's South Side.
McBride and his sponsor,
retiring President I.W. Abel,
are outraged at Sadlowski's
charges that USW leaders
have entered into an unholy
alliance with the steel in-
dustry.'
"We have a person who's
contributed nothing to this
union but criticism and now he
presumes to lead it," said
McBride, the 60-year-old






To 200 East Main
(Next Door To Wholesale Electric)
Come By And See Our
New Shop Facilities
We feel this move will
allow us to give you
Better and Faster Service.
Be Sure To Watch For The Opening Of
Murray Supply's Lawn & Garden Center




a single theme - that
Sadlowski is an opportunist
duped by outsiders who aim to
influence the labor movement
through a foothold in the USW.
The campaign has been
bitter. McBride calls
Sadlowski -a nut," and
Sadlowski calls McBride "a
pathological liar.-
- Presumably it was that kind
,,of mudslinging-that prompted
J. Bruce Johnston, the steel
industry's chief negotiator, to
accuse both men of running a
"dismal co4npaign" that
focuses on personalities and
ignores issues vital to both the
union and industry.
Johnston specificall:.
criticized the • candidates en
how they have handled the
Controversy over the
no-strike pact with the in-
dustry, known as . the
Experimental 'Ne,:otiating
Agreement I ENA .
ENA bans natii..rovide steel
strikes and requires
_unresolved contract issues to.
be submitted to binding ar-
bitratilh. - It - covers • about
one-third of the union's
membership and will be used
in this year's negotiations
regardless of who wins the
election.
Sadlowski bitterly opposes
ENA, calling it a sellout that
"strips the collective
bargaining fiber and muscle
of the Steelworkers." He
pledges to scuttle it for the




By The Associated Press
A winter storm, centered
over western Texas, began to
.weaken overnight after
dumping up to eight inches of
snow over the mountains of
New Mexico. But snow still
was falling this- morning
across portions or east and
north_New Mexico as well as
across, the, Texas panhandle
and northwest Oklahoma.
A winter storm n warning was
extended into today across
eastern New -Mexico. and
travel advisories were up for
mirth Texas and northwest
Oklahoma, where one to three
inches of snow was predicted.
The •upper air disturbance
that set. off the storm in the
Rockies also spread scattered
snow and thundershowm
- across much of eastern Texas
and Louisiana.
Snow was falling toda from
north Missouri to the Great
Lake-S. Travel advisories
covered - northeastern
Missouri, north and central
Illinois, northern Indiana. and
Michigan. Gale warnings
covered Lake Superior and
Lake Huron..
Dense fog covered portions
of eastern Kan* arid western
Missouri, as well as Tar s of
the Pacific Coast. Else%% here,
cfear or partly cloudy skies
prevailed. -
Montana had Mitd tern-
peratures overnight, with




ENA ; but he has stressed its
experimental nature and-s-ay-S
he would discard it if
necessary.
In any case, Johnston's
comments merely scratch the
111-face of concern about the
eLection within the industry.
There's no doubt about it.
The companies. are worried
,iliout the election. If
aillowski wins, they'd be
,lealing with an unknown,"
one source. .
Another notable break from
the traditional silence on
]oternal union affairs came
from AFL-CIO President
George Meany, who warned
against a . threat by
-businessmen and limousine
liberals" to take control of the
union.
He didn't mention Sadlowski
by name, but the reference
was aimed at Sadlowski's
funding appeal to people
associated with liberal Causes.
-Financial records for both
candidates became available
for the first time in the union's
40-year history as the result of
a McBride lawsuit. The





analysis of his opponent's
donations that purportedly
showed only 5 per cent of the
contributors were members of






tributor list, which is made up
largely of paid USW staffmen
who Sadlowski said were
forced to donate under threat
of losing their job&
queries because policies and
progsams still are being
worked out.
Some diplomats here say
there is a gap between Car-
ter's hopes and his ability to
carry them out. For instance,
Mondale privately told
European leaders that Car-
ter's plans for a nuclear test
ban should include peaceful
nuclear explosions, those that
change the course of rivers,
move mountains or open areas
to oil and gas exploration.
But allies note the dif-
ference between U.S. and
British assertions that such
peaceful -nuclear blasts have
some military connotation and
the opposite stand taken by
the Soviets and even India.
Carter wants to complete by
fall a second-phase pact with
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev
limiting strategic nuclear
weapons. But European
leaders want to know what he
intends doing about limiting
mediumrange, nuclear
missiles the Soviets now have
trained on cities like London,
Paris, Bonn and other Allied
centers. And, if a third phase
treaty is planned, v 11
Europeans participate?
Carter wants a pact to slow
or cut back what Mondale has
called "the disgraceful"
traffic in conventional
weapons. The United States
sold -$10 billion worth last
year France -ft-- bittion;--
Britain about $tbltttmi and itu
one knows how much Moscow
sold or gave away.
European diplomats say
that so long as communist
nations supply arms as a
political device prospects of
east-west agreement seem
dim.
For. years the arms issue
has been on the United
Nations slate without any
meaningful agreement. If the
- allies quit the arms market,
European officials argue,
Russia and others simply will
move in.
Carter has big plans to
check the spread of nuclear
knowhow, plants and facilities
for turning spent nuclear fuel
-into plutonium, an ingredient
of atomic bombs. The Carter
administration, for the time
being, is not permitting new
nuclear deliveries pending a
policy' review headed by
Harvard expert Joseph Nye.
For all Washington's
pressures, though, Europeans
note that neither West Ger-
many nor France have can-
celed controversial deals with
Brazil and Pakistan for the




voluntarily withdraw from the







IMelaine), Rt. 1, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Todd E. Hill, Rt. 4 Paris,
'Tn., John F. Shendock, Bx. 372
Hazel, Earl A. Allen, Rt. 6 Bx.
210A Murray, Henry C. Jones,
Rt. 3 Murray; Kenneth E. sh
Barton, Rt. , 1 Bx. 275
McKenzie, Tn., Mrs. Pamela
L. Kelly, 1504 Dudley Murray,
David H. McMillen, 1500
Clayshire Murray, Mrs. Rita
G. Kimbro, Rt. 6 Bx. 164
Murray, Mrs. Bienvenida
Garrastazu, 812 Bagwell Blvd.
Murray, Mrs. Paulette, Hoh- ite
man, 824 No. 19th St. Murray,
Mrs. Hattie H. Treas, Rt. 8 Bs-
55.-Murray, Mrs. Fannie H nl!
:an
Poe, Rt. 5 Murray, Mrs. hit
Hattie F. Myers, Rt. 1 Hazel,
Edgar L. Sadler, Rt. 1 Far-
mington, Luther V. Atkins, Rt.
2 Hazel, Augustus W. Russell,




Sebscribers who have net
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger S,
rime, by 5:30 p. m. Mender
Friday or by 3:30 p. on &Moor-
dwys are erged to cell 753-1916
between 5:30 p. nt. and bp. m.,
hlossay-Frithey, or 3:30 p. m.
and 4 p. no. Satin-days, tor insert,
delivery of the newspoper. Calls
most be *nod by 6 p. m. week-
thrys Sr 4 p. in. Saturdays to
parent« delivery.
• 4 • %%
lAll New.... All New...
All New chefs, menu's and service
designed especially to cater to
your needs and wishes.
Completely under new management (ownership)
•
"Touch of Class
, • • Appenring.Wednesday thru SatNoy in the "Grand Rivers
Room" for your dining and dancing pleasure. Performing
a variety of music from Country-Western to Rock'n Roll.
Beginning Wednesday, February 2nd, Lire
Entertainment 1 Nights Weekly!
For your dining and dancing pleasure
While listening to this fine entertainment, enjoy
the ultimate in fine dining in our beautiful
"Grand Ricers Room".
• Monday and Tuesday are Spaghetti Nights
• Wednesday select from our Delicious Buffet
• Thursday enjoy our fine SeaFood
• Friday, Saturday and Sunday order from a choice of
menus in our Harbour House
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Don't Let Her Take
Over Your Nose
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 Dy Ch.capo 1,1>une•N N.aws Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: Last summer for my 16th birthday, my
mother gave me a nose job. My nose is a lot smaller now
but us slightly lopsided. I mean one of thy nostrils is
higher than the other.
After I had my nose done, my mother had hers done by
another doctor. Hers came out really perfect, and now she
wants HER doctor to do my nose over.
I don't want to go through that whole thing again with
. the black and.blue eyes and the: swollen face, but m)
mother insists on it. Don't you think I should have
something to say -aboui it? After all,ltrtny" '




DEAR HAD: 11 you're satisfied with you nose, hold your
ground. Your mother can't force you into elective surgery.
And knowing how you feel, no respectable plastic surgeon
would take your case.
DEAR ABBY: My husband never fails to show me every
item you put in your column about fat women.
Isn't it funny that a man never sees himself as he looks
now? My husband had all his teeth pulled and won't wear
a-elittir-FSTHe'S-OnlY hiToOkS like 72. He goes
4aroun nee ing irs-have, and I have to tight with him to get
him, to change his clothes.
Now for me: I was 27, slim and trim when he married
me. Four years later, after I had my third baby, I was 50
pounds overweight.
.My husband never wanted to go any place. He just
wanted to stay home, drink beer and watch TV. I'm so fat
now its an effort for me to walk around,. so of course my
house is dirty. I'm in a terrible rut. If only I could lose this
weight!
My husband won't lift a hand to help me. and the house
is failing apart.
We have no friends and I'm so.ashamed of the way we
live, but I don't know how to change it. Am I hopeless?
NO FUTURE
DEAR NO. You're only hopeless if you think you are.
Start with yourself. Look up OVEREATER'S ANONY-
MOUS and force yourself to attend one meeting. Or
contact your local mental health society. The kind of help
you need is available in both places. But they won't come to
YOU—you must go to them. Take this advice as though
your life depended upon it —because it does.
DEAR ABBY: First someone writes in and complains
because it takes forever to get a check in a restaurant. In
fact, one party was so burned up after waiting so long that
she left without paying.
Then someone else writes in and complains because the
waiter shoves the check under their noses before they
even put their forks down, which is way of saying,
"Goodbye, already. We need the table!" •
So, Dear Abby, what do you suggest?
A WAITER CANT WIN
DEAR WAITER: The diner should request the check.
whereupon the waiter should present it promptly.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send 91 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, selfeddressed, stamped
1201 envelope
44.
HERRINGBONE WEAVE? — No, this isn't a close up view of the herringbone weave T.- its an air
view of a parking lot in Madison, Wis. Its near a state office building.
Carter Acting To Send Gas
To Areas Where Needed
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Carter administration is
acting immediately to keep
homes and hospitals warm by
shifting natural gas into states
punished hardest by the ex-
treme winter.
The transfers are permitted
under an emergency law
signed by President Carter —
the first piece of legislation he




Schlesinger,- said the ad-
ministration is issuing orders
today/ "to get the gas
moving.... Gas pipeline
eisecutives will be available ...
to tell us where the gas is and
how to move it."
Generally, the gas is likely
to be moved from west to east,
where shortages are more
severe ahd the -winter more
fierce. But that could change
with the weather. And there
can be no instant relief.
Natural gas moves only about
If your credit cards
turn on you, turn to us.
It's so easy to charge more than-you
pay off. Your balances get fatter by the
month. Before you know it, interest
charges get heavy.
Your ardit cards have turned on you.
Lending money is our business.
Our only business. So you can turn to
us for a neat, dean credit card consoli-
dation --
You know going in how much you'll
pay every month. And how much you'll
pay altogether. So you can budget for it
Then you're controlling your finances,
instead of vice-versa.












$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 9,512.16 17.80%
$9,500 $ 90.41 fid $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 1 2.7 4%
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
•5nne4 Percentage Rate







;Wye got your Joan
Up to $7,5041
15 miles an hour in pipelines.
By executive order, Carter
put Chairman Richard L.
Dunham of the Federal Power
Commission, which regulates
the natural gas industry, in
charge of transferring the gas.
Carter ordered Dunham to
consult with the Interior
Department and Federal
Energy Administration.
As he signed the Emergency
Natural Gas Act late Wed-
nesday, the President said he
had been told by California
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
that 10 billion cugic feet of gas
is available state for
transfer, thanks to strict
conservation measures.
. tarter also said President
Jose Lopez Portillo of Mexico
told him Tuesday night his
country will try to provide oil
and natural gas to the United
States. Carter didn't say how
much or when.
Transcontinental Gas
Pipeline Corp. said it has
arranged to obtain about 130
'million cubic feet of gas per
day from the Pacific Nor-
thwest. El Paso Natural Gas
and - the Lo-Vaca Gathering.
Co. is piping the gas to south
Texas and Transco-





— A suit filed against a coal
mining company by the
widows of 15 '.;x1;en killed in a
Kentucky mine-explosion last
March will likely be heard
next September in Pikeville.
Ky., federal court officials
said Wednesday.
The widows want the suit
against Blue Diamond Coal
Co. — owner of the Scotia Coal
Co. mine at Oven Fork, Ky. -
heard in U.S. District court in
Knoxville because the com-
pany is headquartered here.
However, U.S. District
Court Judge Robert L. Taylor
agreed with attorneys for Blue
Diamond that the suit should
be heard in Pikeville, since all
but two of the widows and
most of the other parties to the
suit live in that area.
Despite this, Taylor refused
three weeks ago to transfer
the suit until the coal com-
pany's attorneys could assure
him that a crowded docket in
the U.S. District Court . in
eastern Kentucky would', not
prevent a speedy trial,
Aceording to papers filed
here this week, U.S. District
Court Judge Hi David Her-
mansdoffar would hear the
case in Pikeville next Sep-
tember if two other federal
judges can be found to sit in
and hear his regular, criminal
court docket.
Eastern Seaboard customers.
Carter said the transfers,
particularly the shift of
natural gas from California,
"would have been completely
impossible- without the
natural gas law, which passed
Congress only a few hours
before Carter signed it.
Carroll Calls For Federal Aid
To Pay For Winter Heating Bills
FRANKFORT. Ky. ( AP )—.
Gbv. Julian Carroll says each
of 166,500 needy Kentucky
families should receive $60
„Isom the federal government
to cope with rising fuel bills.
In a plea scheduled today
before a Senate sob-
committee, the governor
listed details of what the poor
in his state should get from a
proposed bill to provide help
during the current severe
winter.
"I feel more like the
president of l&land than the
governor of Kentucky," he
quipped in an appearance
before the subcommittee
headed by Sen. Edmund
Muskie, Q-Njaine.
Carroll said earlier in an
interview that he is.speaking
on behalf of families coming
under three state aid
categories:
—About 67,000 families
.receiving aid for. dependent
children. The request would 
cost $4 million.. _
—71,000 families on sup-
plemental security incom4,
which includes those not
covered by Social Security
though helped by various state
programs. Estimated cost is
$4.3 million.
—28,500 families eligible for
food stamps and living below
what Carroll regards as the
poverty level. Project cost is
$1.7 million.
The governor seeks $20 per
month for each family from
January through March.
Muskie's subcommittee is
considering a proposal to
provide $200 „million to $400
million for families forced to
pay higher fuel costs because
of the harsh winter
'In calculating fuel costs for
the 166,000 families, we
estimated that on the average,
most suffered in excess of 20
per cent more fuel costs than
normal,'' the governor said_
Actually,  Carroll said, fuel
bills - generally --tioehiett- for
January.
But we did take into
cooaideration that by our
request these people were
assumed to be setting their
thermostats at 65 degrees in
the day and 60 at night," he
said. "Obviously, that would
offset some of the fuel in-
crease."
Carroll cited a hypothetical
household whose normal $40
fuel bill is rising to PO a month
without economrmeasures.
Assuming the family cut
heating costs 25 per cent, the
monthly rate would decline to
$60, leaving $20 as the deficit
for each of the three months.
But Carroll said he has been
hearing- -of eases -fee- off-the-
average.
He said Barkley Sturgill,
chairman of the Public Ser-
vice Conunission, told him of a
woman whose fuel bill
exceeded her monthly state
aid check in laouary.
Dr. Ronald Wuest





















Our Opening Hours will be
Monday through Thursday
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Friday - 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Until the Emergency is-Relieved




Federal Savings And Loan
Murray Branch.
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MASTER CHARGE
Unfair Price Gouging
Not As Bad As In 1974
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
Kenhicky's latest natural
disaster—the bone-chilling
cold'and snow cOmbined with.
statewide fuel shortages—has
produced alew complaints of
price gouging—but nothing
like during the April, 1974
tornadoes.
- • -"There's definitely a dif-
ference," said Robert Bullock,
head of the attorney general's
Consumer Protection
Division.
a"We had several complaints
then in 197:1) — Mostly about
price gouging on fencing and
roofing materials and building
supplies," Bullock said, "but
in that case there wasn't very
much we could do."
Last year, the Kentucky
General Assembly added the
term -"unfair" to the list. of
practices condemned by the
Consumer Protection
Division.
Unfair means an action has
to be, "unconscionable,"
Bullock said. In simple terms,
it has to be very unfair before
the attorney general's office
(...an take legal action.
This winter is the first time
„Since the tornadoes nearly
three years ago that con-
ditions approach the natural
disaster category, Bullock
said. While there have been a
handful of complaints about
unfair practices, Bullock said





Complaints began coming in
this week, after Gov. Julian
Carroll warned consumers to
beware of price-gougers and
report instances of it to the
attorney general's office.
The complaints include an
increase in the price of paper
logs at one central Kentucky
store from 89 cents to $1.29,
and a complaint, _based on
hearsay, that one-company in
the Louisville area is selling
coal at $3 to $4 a bag, reaping
windfall profits.
But Bullock said it's
sometimes hard to ascertain
Whether an indivfdual or
company is making a
reasonable or windfall profit.
"Before taking any action,
we make a thorough in-
vestigation" he said.
The attorney general's
office, can file suit if it has
reason to believe there has
been a violation-of-the taw,
seeking an injunetion as well
as restitution for "victimized
consumers," Bullock said.
A willful violation of the law
can bring a civil penalty of up
to $2,000, and in the event an
injunction was obtained and
willfully violated, the civil






One Of The Many




Many Fresh Nouseplants Too. Brighten up
these winter days with a touch of spring.
11.5 PM. Mon.-Sat. 153-0317
THE ICE MAN COMETH — When a cold front swept across
Skagit County in Washington, frost formed on plants such as
this fern in Mount Vernon, Wash, a winter work of art. .
Ombudsman Kept Busy
In Cold Winter Months
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)—
"We're sitting on top of tons of
coal and we can't get to any of
it. Please help us." _
That telephoned plea from
eastern Kentucky in recent
iubzero weather prompted
action by Jack Reeves, the
state Human Resources
-Department ombudsman. The
family got its coal.
Reeves, a 74-year-old for-
mer University of Kentucky
professor, is kept busy these
days trying to help the needy
and handicapped survive
during a vicious winter.
There was the case of a
woman who did receivesoal,
but dumped on a snowy road
















Uniform & Maternity Fashions
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA t.'AYFIELD KENTUCKY 42066
Telephone (5021247-8449




bucket to her home. Reeves'
call to a local community
action agency resolved the
problem. .
When a middle-aged couple;
the husband handicapped,
asked for coal, Reeves found
they did not qualify for state
aid because they had no
children. Again, community
action was tapped for help.
Another poverty-stricken
couple in western Kentucky
needed fuel oil. Reeves called
the local firm's manager, who
agreed to provide it on credit.
Such are the daily benefits
from an office created in April
1974—a couple of days before
savage tornadoes wreaked
havoc over Kentucky. Reeves
had plenty to handle at the
outset..
"The one thing added to our
activity has been efforts to
help poor people obtain fuel
during this cruel weather," he
said in an interview. -We've
been right successful in
cutting red tape."
Bureaucratic delay is the
main obstacle to delivering
adequate services tp. the
needy, according to Reeves.
In an annual report released
Wednesday. he listed lack of
communication as another
chief cause of compjaint.
"Sometimes, of course, the
cause can be traced to an
error by a worker, but this is
net common and some
mistakes are unavoidable,"
he said.
Reeves, after all, is a
bureaucrat hired to skirt other
bureaucrats, and ,he knows
their problems.
• .'Sometimes the forms
providing relief sit on an of-
ficial's desk a few days
waiting for a signature," he
said. "Even I do that."
Reeves said that invariably
the affected official or state
employe takes quick
corrective action -without
grumbling when the problem
becomes known.
"Most of the complaints
received by this office relate
to money," he said. "In this
weather, the main problem is
that poor people are spending
so much for coal that they
can't afford to buy food
stamps." The ombudsman's
office trios to determine if
5trite -rules allow relief —often
families having na children do
not quality for benefits.
If the regulations, forbid
direct aid, Reeves contacts
charitable organizations.
The work of his office has
grown steadily, Currently,
'pore • than 250 cases, are
investigated each month.
Morgan, Trevathan at Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
7534434
Teachers Are Not Getting Paid
Twice, State Commissioner Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)-
- Kentucky school teachers who'
receive supplemental
unemployment insurance
from the federal government
and their regular salary from
the state "are not being paid
duplicate money," the stalg
commissioner of social in-
surance said.
Gail Huecker, head of the
agency that processes claims
for unemployment insurance,
said Wednesday supplemental
federal benefits are payments
for days _ teacher; aren't
wotking while schools are
closed, while paycheck; from
school boards are payment for
days they'll work in the future.
Ms. Huecker acknowledged
that many people seem upset
with the idea that teachers are
getting paid twice—once by
the state and once by the
federal government.
However, she said, "it's not
a question of whether it's a




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
At least 60 barges loaded with
millions of gallons of fuel oil
and coal bound for northern
and eastern states continued
to move up the lee-covered
Ohio River today after being
-delayvdfui week,.
Progress has been ,slow,
spokesmen say, because of the
foot-thick ice and hydraulic
problems that have tem-
porarily closed Lock 51 near
Galconda, Ill. -
Martin Pedigo, a
spokesman for the Army
Corps of Engineers, said that
24 tows, along with their
respective loads of 10-to-12
barges, have been stalled at
Lock 51 since Tuesday's lock
malfunction.
While those tows below Lock
51 'continuetheir month-long
wait for open water, the 30
tows that cleared Galconda
before the gate -problem are
steaming toward Louisville
and points east, said Pedigo.
"There's nothing in .their
way except ice," said Pedigo,
who indicated that "it's going
to take them a while, but
they're moving."
_The _ breakthrough means
that at le t some of the
hundreds of fuel laden barges
are heading for eastern points
that are facing a daily fuel
crisis brought on by record
cold temperatures. Pedigo
said that the tows will have to
battle ice all the way to Pit-
tsburgh, but he thinks the first
of the boats will pull into that
western Pennsylvania port in
about a week.
Corps divers investigated
the problems at Lock 51 and,
after their probe, Pedigo said
it appears the trouble is
"minor" and "will not put the
dam out for weeks."
Meanwhile, a petroleum
industry spokesman here says
that emergency action has
been taken to insure that
Kentucky service stations
don't run out of gasoline.
Tom Maxedon, president of
the Kentucky Petroleum
Council, said that the Ohio
River problems had
dramatically slowed the




Insurance Act in December,
1974, and it has been extended
through, next December. It
permits teachers and other
employes not covered- by
regular unemployment in-
surance to apply for benefits
when their work is interrupted
for an unexpected reason.
All public schools in
Kentucky have been cloied for
at least a few days this winter,
with some closed since before
Christmas.
Ms. Huecker made it clear
in a recent memo to school
administrators that all
professional employes not
performing a service for all or
part of the time they are at-
tempting to claim are eligible
for benefits "regardless of
whether they are receiving
their usual salary while not
actually performing ser-
vices."
The state Board of
Education took emergency
action Tuesday to allow local
school bOkids to Pay teachers
for days lost to weather before
the days are made up.
The board removed part of a
regulation prohibiting
payment of teachers for
services not performed. The
, board left the option of paying
regular salaries while
teachers are not working to
local school boards.
If a local board decides to
pay teachers while school is
closed, the teachers still are
eligible for unemployment
benefits. In effect, said James
R. Hayden, director of the
Unemployment Insurance
Division ' of the Social
Insurance Bureau, local
school boards are "advan-
cing" teachers money -they
have not yet earned.
Teachers are eligible for
supplemental benefits ranging
from ;12 to $87 per week.
Cafeteria workers, custodians




Mr. .1ohn G. long the field editor of a well-known New York subsidy
publishing firm will be interviewing local authors in a quest for finished
manuscripts suitable for book publication. All subjects will be con-
sidered, including fiction and non-fiction, poetry, juveniles, religious
books, etc
He will be in Mayfield in late March.
I you have completed a book-length manuscript (or nearly so( on any
subject, and would like a professional appraisal (without cost or
obligation), please write immediately and describe your work. State
whether you would prefer a morning, afternoon, or evening ap-
pointment, and kindly mention your phone number. You will receive
confirmation by mail for i definite time and place.
Authors with completed manuscripts unable to appear may send
them directly to us for a free reading and evaluation. We will also be
glad to hear from those whose literary works are still in progress.
Mr. John C. Long
Cariten Press, Irk
84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1 001 1
Phone (212)243.8800
THANKS FOLKS...
We deeply appreciate your terrific
response to our biggest sale ever...
WallToWall
HING MUST BE 
SOLD!
Crowds are jamming 
their way in








!WE 114111MOOMINS'. UP TO 50%
21140510 ff
THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE S'TORE!
$1 ,21685 In FREE PRIZES
IT'S A FUN GALORE GRAND PRIZE EVENT. .-. COME TO OUR BIG
SALE EVERYDAY. . .AND HELP YOUR FAVORITE CONTESTANT
WIN... FREE VOTES EVERY DAY...
Narourroariamawaswww  
usuunsuOmmumftEftell.•
OUR BIGGEST SALE EVER...
WILLIAMS FABRIC CENTER












































































requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED -IMMEDIATE-
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOT/FY US PROM






4 C loring DOWN
substance
9 Aerrform S 09e"."9
-Mad 2 Gocktessol
12 Ventilate tveatmg
• 3 C eenge 3 Spoors
14 Greek letter 4 Three gone
TS-Lauet - • th.
57 E ac usetee 5 Beverage
19 Suffix 6 Prcuoun
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41 Net for the
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Dec'd, Paul Jerry Lee,
812 N. 19th., Murray,
Ky., Executor
Patsy Lawrence Miller,
Dec'd, Patti Miller, 1668
Calloway, Murray, Ky.,
Actministratrix
Anna Belle King, Dec'd,
Max W. Parker, 4th &
Maple St., Murray, Ky.,
Administrator




Antiwar to wecme5day s P.j e












26 Vegetable 40 Obese
28 Conecfion of 42 L utw.cates
facts 43 Po, son
29 Reverence 44 I;Tarrei
31 The PmeaP-' 45LerWoltrre'-Pie • W.eln1 1
32 Nistwe owl•a 46Negative
35 Reply 47 Regret
36 Seed Lon 48 owce out













































L. D. Parker, Dec'd, Judy







Deed, -Joe T. Erwin,
- Hazel, Kentucky,
Executor
Merritt D. Jordan, Dec'd
Myrtle Jordan, Route 1,




Overbey, Sr., 707 Olive
St., Murray, Ky.,
Executor
Herman L. Lamm, Dec'd,





estates are notified to
present then) to' the
Administrator or
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said
Administrator or
Executors in due course..
of law.
This,1 day of February,
1977.
Marvin Harris, Clerk











submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication. 
31E 3FIE 30 ICI
"1 FOUIJD A US FOR IT."
2 Notice
THE GREEN DOOR
Dixieland Center is your
Dirty Kids Headquar-




and soap for the kids.
Come see them.


















( STEP -UP-: Ci-1:1_DREN . ._SC. Y CU- -01rr ,--
.7 MI PIOREt VOU ALL_ 'RETURN YOUR BEST HAviNG 1 T
\.
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.Chestnut St. 753-2571 ,
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made front any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 rents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking




Barber Shop, 299 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday 8( Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753-
3685.
5 lost And Found
FOUND SOLID WHITE
puppy with black ring
around one eye. Six to 8
months old. Weighs
between 90-109 lbs.
Found in Martin Chapel
Road area. Call 753-9482






is in need of help in
any Town or Village
near Paris Landing up
to 150 miles out or
within 75 miles of
Clarksville in. Ky. or
Tenn. We. will help you
get started. Call or
















Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272
DO YOU belie% e the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you" Call- 74E-
0984. It is not a recor-




you to bring your
Volkswagon. Porsche,






'for free ,.:s(t and in-
formation, .753688l.
5 Lost And Found
LOST-Bit rrrANY
Spaniel f:ve months,
female, 11%cr- and white.
East of Nt'w Concord,
Reward. (*11 436-2556.
LOST BLA( K bilffold in '
front of ine' Theatre.
Reward Call 753-7827.




detailer with minimum 3









resume . to Ted-
Billington Consulting





in your area. Need .
counselors- and











envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
$100.00 and more weekly
pdssible working Part




King, Box 233 VM
Mantua, N. J. 08051.
TRUCK MECHANIC
needed. Taylor Motors,
, Inc. 303 South 4th. Call
753-1372. Contact Bob


















past 3 years and
are now working





how you can make







The Blueberry Patch in
Dixieland Shopping
Center is a real op-
portunity to sell name































Call toll free 1-800443-
5933_ for further_ in-
formation.
14 Want To Boy
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.










body and fender tools.
Call 901-587-3578.





carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again




Hickory and oak. -Call
Jim Rock Hudson, 437-
4481.
FOR SALE: 870 meg, two




' camper top, long wheel
base, $200. 10 x. 10 Hi-
Low shag carpet and
pad, $100. Antique brass
lamp,1275. Call 753-8327
or 753-0359.
15 Articles For Sale
PIE SAFE. Call 7534103.
FOR SALE: Honeywell
770 automatic flash unit.
New batteries, slave




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 StorY
Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Fo(mhIngs
KING S E water bed
wiflredestal f rime,
new. Still under






the purchase of every'
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacurun for $29.95. Call
753-0359.
ELECTROLUX SALES




FOR SALE 300 Balei of
hay. Call 435-4426.
NEED GRALN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain, cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-
'Products has them. C,all
, 753-295&. _ .
D-17 ALLIS CHALMER
tractor, plow, disc and 2





and buffet, $125. Walnut
gate leg table, $75. Oak
dresser with mirror, old
and beautiful, $175. Oak _
scallop table, $20. Four
ladder back chairs, $10.
Kitchen work table with




x 8 decorative barn,
5200. 10 x 10 metal
building, $250. Dealers
welcome. 607 South Ith.
WOOD FOR SALE. Call
after 6 p.m. 436-5828.
FABRIC FOR SAk.E at
- 504 South 8th Ext4ncled




checks. Also cottons and
denims. 50 cents to $2.85
per yard. Notions half








cabinet holds 9 guns.




bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. -Murray




FOR ALL YOUR fencing




15' RUNABOUT BOAT, 55
horse power Evinrude
motor, and 15' cam-
per-sleeps fur. .To be
sold together--$1650 or
best offer. '3Contact




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across












telephone CB for sale.
Never been used. Call
753-9867 nights, 753-4171
days. s
CB BASE tube type:
$65.00. Scout 250 linear,
$250. Call 753-4016 after 6
Pan:
CRAIG QUADRASONIC
tape player and tapes
Call 753-6345.
23 CHANNEL PACE CB





wanted to take up small
- monthly payment on
like new 25" Magnavox
T.V. Inquire at J and B












buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436-
2575.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or. campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
and save. We have the





21 Mobile Home Sales
1974 12 a 6$ mobile-home.
Three bedroom, 1 and la
bath. On 90x 180 lot. Call
753-6346.
12 a 65 2 bedroom; bath,
living room and kitchen
Call 753-4418.
•-•
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON
Two bedrooms, 1 and 44
all eTectriC. call'
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
12 a 60 fully furnished and
carpeted. Eittras. Call
7534807.






dition. Electric $80 for
single, $85 for couple.
Call 753-8216.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT or
lease. Tobacco and









month. All utilities plus




2' people Call 753-7575.
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.








ments. Close to campus
Call Van Haverstock, at




$ 7 9 95
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ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
36. For Rent Ot lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
- -FOR- LEASE -
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
37. Livestoci% • Supplies
CROSS BRED boars and
gilts. Also corn fed
slaughter hogs and steer
calves. Call 753-9390.












and female. _Call 753-
0957.
41. Public Sales
LARGE YARD sale on
corner of Hazel and Tom
Taylor Road. Thursday,




1 three year old. 9 week
a 1 d- i-e-a .--- -
Reasonable. Call 753- BUSINESS "PROPERTY.
6413. Grocery store and
restaurant combined.
New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs apartment
renting for $135 per
month. Large lot with
room for trailer
parking, or store ex-
pansion. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixture's included. Price
in very low 30's. -Don't
miss this opportunity to




EXOTIC - You have
probably admired this
home as you passed by.
On a lovely lot, corner of
16th and Glendale Rd. is
this most attractive 3
bedroom brick with 2
baths, central heat and
air, Pella windows, fully
carpeted, all built-ins,
and beautiful fireplace.
We will be happy to
show you this truly
different home. You will
be delighted too. Call us




Salary commensurate with experience.
Excellent benefit program including paid
retirement. Contact Personnel Office,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 502-
753-5131, extension 451.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
- Machinist Wanted
FISHER PRICE TOYS, The World's Largest Maker
of Pre-school Toys has an opening, for an ex-
perienced maintenance machinist. The successful
candidate will be responsible for repairing, main-
taining and trouble shooting a wide variety of
mechanical, electrical., hydradic, and pneumatic
tooling and equipment. Excellent, salary and
'benefits package including proftt sharing. Call for
an application form or send your resume to Per-
sonnel Manager, Fisher Price Toys, A Division of
the Quaker Oats Company, EasS Penny Rd.,
Murray, Ky. 42071
Telephone 502-753-0450
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
OUR WORK IS CHILD'S PLAY
Auction Sale
Every Saturday night, 6 p. m. at Henry Auction
House in Henry, Tenn. This week we have a lot of
antiques, we also have a load coming in from out of




FOR SALE - 80 acres,







bedroom, 1,2 bath home
near Murray High
Schbol. Home is ex-
tremely neat and. nicely
decorated, has central




REALTY, at 753-1222 for
more information on
this fine home. Priced at
$33,500.
1810 MONROE Ircvest
wisely in 1977. Check on
this opportunity. Duplex
with 3 bedroom, 1 bath
on each side, central




area. Call 753-8080 or




located 113 N. 7th Street.
This home is well in-
sulated and easy to heat.
It also has two wood
burning fireplaces, it
has hardwood floors,
and cedar lined closets.
Bath upstairs and down.
Also shower in utility.







South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531661
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
MURRAY
• ELECTRONICS & SECURITY
If Its Electronic We'll Service It
TV's, Radios, Stereos, C.B. Radios serviced.
Fre & Security Equipment Installed.
603 South 4th Street Eddy Williams






$423.00 op, floored, reedy to use. Also erector, you befit es
lee es S300.00. E II me to 24 s 60 stenderti, Ifirt rill avocet
any use nestled. Sup the best for loss.
CUSTOM BUNT PORTAILE BUILDINGS 7534984
MORTGAGE MONEY
AVAILABLE!!!
We have been informed by our lenders
that plenty of money
is available to homebuyers.
WE CAN ARRANGE
A LOAN FOR YOU!!
This gracious home is a new listing and
features fOur bedrooms, 2 bathA, central heat
and air and a lovely neighborhood to raise your
family in all for $49,900. Many extras not listed
here; call for details. 753-1651.
HOYT 00BERTS 753-3924
RAY ROBERTS 436-5650
T. C. COLLIE 753-5122
412 South 12th Street
Unique, three bedroom brick with fireplace in
a beautiful setting. Low, low price of $31,500. Call
now for appointment to view!
Zero weather is no problem when you are war-
ming in front of your fireplace in this cozy 3
bedroom home located in Lynnwood Estates.











homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
lusuroacevind Real
estate, acrOss from the






division with 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,






room, 2 car garage and
-many extras. This home
-has lovely decor and is
truly unique. Phone us
today for an an-
pointment to view this
home. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
HAMLIN,. KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop -
road. Call 753-4418.
45 Farms For Sale
SMALL FARM located on
Highway 94 East. Lots of
road frontage, tobacco
barn and pond. A
beantiful location to
build a ,riew home. Call
us today for details,
Fulton Young Reatly
753-7333, home 753-4946.
FARM FOR SALE'- 50
acres located on Dr.
Douglas Road. New
fence on one side. 25,000
Pine trees. Could be
used for cattle farm, or




46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, REDUCED,
seven -rooms and *bath,
with dry basement and
carport. Large lot, good
location. Call 753-1961.
EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths
with central electric
heat and air. Beautiful
fireplace in family
room. Lots of closets
and storage room.
Large lot with woods on
back boundary line.
Country living almost in










NEW HOME. We have a
beautiful 3 bedroom
brick home in Lynnwood
- Estates. This house has
central electric heat and
air, with a beautiful
view of the country side.
'Only two miles from




NEAR KY. LAKE, 1 acre
unfinished house. $6.640.














Dead ends street. Call
753-6843.
BIG HOUSE for family,






Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advi-
sors will be happy to help you write your message.
To Mom and Dad...
We, couldn't have picked a
nicer pair of parents in the










Mrs. Smith - Thanks for
making Science fun to learn




To My Wife, Ann . . .
After 15 wonderful years
of marriage, I'm still head






To lane - 1 want you for
my Valentine, and I won't




The Murray Ledger & Times
Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES:
Deer Jimmy (Peter). I love
you more then words con
empress. I hop* we will al-
ways be together to shore
the good and the bod. Lowe
always. Sue (Check) P.S
Worn., loves you too
WANZA. Happy Vol.,,.
tine's Day to the sweetest
and most loving wife and











P. 0. Box 32
Murray, Ky. 42071







City  State 
Zip  Phone 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo con be picked up at
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46 Homes For Sale
FOR
SALE
BY OWNER - 406 South 6th
Street Brick, 24: baths. Up-
stairs - 3 bedrooms, storage
room, wall to wall carpet
Two bedrooms downstairs.
large hying room, den, lit.
'en and dining room.
Glassed front porch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplaces, one
gas log. Large full basement
- carpeted, ky bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room, owe kitchen sink,
shower: Double car garage
with extra room in back,
completely insulated.
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit








Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
=6.
48 Aut otive Service
1968 FORD MOTOR, 240 6
cylinder, $75. also 1972
350 Jawa motorcycle,
less than 2,000 miles.
$350. Both in A-1 con-
dition. Call 753-9991.
44 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 CHEVELLE, 4 door,
power steering, factory











Call 753-7404, or 753-6779.
19011 JEEP WAGONEER,
4 wheel drive, power
steering and brakes.
MOO. Call 753-8042.
1973 GRAND PRIX, new,
JOcally. Also 1969
Toronado, best offer.






Ambulance . . 753-9332
Hospital

























on and the Business
Office may be





49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 DATSUN pickup,
$1395. 1973 Gremlin, 6
cylinder straight, one




V-6 engine, plus 3,000
miles. Body in fair
condition. $175. Call 753-
6805, after 3 p.m.
1976 BUICK REGAL,
automatic, power, and
air, bucket seats, AM-
FM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.
1973 BUICK LE SABRE,
custom 4 door sedan.
AM-FM stereo, tilt
wheel, one owner 43,500
actual miles. In ex-
cellent condition. $2600.
Call 753-0609.
T974- lif-A-T 0 R
Brougham, excellent
condition. $1700. Must
sell. Call 753-4023 after
4:30.
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550:
1969 PONTIAC
Executive, brown, air.
Gobd condition. Call 753-
3559.
1964 CHEVELLE Malibu
SS. 70 model, 350 engine,
4 speed, cam, headers,
sun gauges, , lift kits
front and rear, air
shocks and crager
mags. Will trade for
Camaro or later model
Chevelle. Call 753-5612.
FOR SALE -1970 Buick
Electra 225 has al:
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958
Ed.sel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
- call 753-6564.






van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo...Must see to
appreciate. Call 1492-
8441.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 OLDS 442. silver with
black stripes. Loaded
with. extras. Local, one
owner. Call 753-3465.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
1973 Dodge pickup. Call
753-5532.
1964 CHRYSLER runs
good. $150.00. Phone 354-
E217. ,
1965 DODGE Coronet 2-
dr. h. t., V-8 automatic.
$200.00. Phone 354-6217.
1973 GRAND PRIX, full
power, cruise, and air
condition. Call 753-5688.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
12001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL DO BABYSITTING










barns, etc. Call 767-2157.
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
11). A 10' x 10' room
would only be $8.00, Call
Mike HutcRns, 7530359.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE








Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
AFTER SCHOOL care for
children. Will pick up
from school. 114 N. 14th.
Call 753-8056.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance;
kitchens. Call J: g.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
ELECTROLUX SALES




will pick up information
needed at your home
and return completed
form to you. Call Jim
Fitch, 753-9799 for ap-
pointment.
ELECTRICAL WIRING-






ficient service. NO job




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. call Doug Taylor
at 753-231,0 for free
estimates.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, arr-
condition, appliances.
water. pumps, water
heaters and wiring 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
WILL Do inside or out-




and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
' completion. Call now
Roy Harmon's Car-
penter Shop, 753-412-4.
WILL BABYSIT in My
home days. Call 753-
5765.
WILL DO BABYSITTIN(;
in my home da) or
night. Call 753-5947
FIREWOOD FOR SALE
Delivery within 3 days to
Murray Area. Call
evenints- 901447=556
FIREWOOD - cut to
order and delivered and
tree clearing. Call 753-
0122.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -
























bank gravel. Call 436-
-2306
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
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an on Wood & Coal
Burning Stoves
Murray Supply
Co., Inc. 753 330 /
55 W3nted
HAVE VACANT private .
• I t,room for elderly woman
in state approved family >«,




901 C Atwater Road
Everything
Must Go
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Located 4 miles from Murray, elegant home on
lovely 1 acre Wooded lot. Home features 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, den with fireplace, living
room, formal dining room, kitchen, utility room,
large 2-car garage, concrete and brick patio.
Home has Andersen windows, central vacuum,
central heat and air, and is beautif ully decorated
with quality throughout. Attractively landscaped
yard with brick well house.
ISTIME OFFERED
Quality built 4 bedroom home in Canterbury
Estates, listed yesterday. Home has many out-
standing features, including-large den with wood
burning fireplace, formal dining room, large
bedrooms, exquisite design and decor
throughout. Phone us today fOr more in-
formation on this home.
Evenings Call
Geri Andersen  
George Gallagher
Bill Kopperud  






Have you ever dreamed of greeting friends in a
beautifully decorated home in Canterbury
Estates? This custom built, 2 bedroom home has
a formal dining room, 2 full baths, large den with
fireplace, 6 closets, screened patio with' drapes,
and a swimming pool. All this on a lovely shrub-





Stunning 5 bedroom modern brick hor. . with
central heat and air, large living root:: with
fireplace, large attached 2 car garage an,:,-,lany
extras on 27 lovely acres. Frontage on 11:chway




Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
Gatesborough
Exceptional quality-built home in Gataliorough
with 3 large bedrooms, 2 baths, living room,
large den with beautiful cedar paneling, wood-
beamed ceiling and lovely fireplace, formal
- dining room, kitchen, utility room, 2 cal garage
and many extras. This home has lovely decor
and is truly unique. Priced at $51,500,
SHERWOOD FOREST
Quality home on approximately. 1 acre wooded
lot in picturesque setting. House is newly
decorated, has 5 bedrooms, three baths, and two
fireplaces. Buy this home and show it off with
pride. Priced under $50,000






If you've thought of building, look at this house
first. 2,256 square feet in the living area. Three
bedrooms, all with walk-in closets, with two
walk-ins in the master bedroom. A study with
built-in shelves, formal dining room, living room
with a beautiful bow window - and there is more -
a family room with fireplace', breakfastpook and
2'2 baths. This lovely home sits on a 1½ acre lot
and offers lots of privacy.
A Glowing Fireplace
Will keep you cozy this winter in this lovely three
bedroom two bath home with formal dining
room, large eat-in kitchen, living room, utility
rota', den with wood burning fireplace, and built
in bookshelves, attached 2-car garage with extra
storage areas and a utomatie door opener Priced
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Deaths and Funerals I
Den Dycus' Father Ted E. Pace Dies
Dies At Paducah; Wednesday With
Rites At Curve Funeral Friday
• Ginner Dycus, father of Don
Dycus of - Murray, died
Tuesday -at-12:55 p. m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 73 years of
age and a resident of Jackson
House at Paducah.
The deceased was born in
Carterville, Ill., and was a
retired ironworker.
Survivors are fives,ans, Don
of Murray, Ronald of Lone
Oak, Buddy of Brookport, Ill.,
Frank of Goodlettsville,
Tenn., and Jerry of Littleton,
Colo.; two daughters, Mrs.
Zada Phillips of McKenzie,
Tenn., and Mrs. Dana Forbes
-or-Marion, Ill.; two sisters,
Mrs. Lois Walton and Mrs.
Pauline May of Mansfield,
Ohio.
Graveside services are
being held today at two p. m.
at Curve Cemetery at Curve,
Tetm., with the Rev. Warren
Phillips officiating. Grand!
sons, along with C. Smith,




Mrs. Julia Edneth Willis of
Route Two, Buchanan, Tenn.,
died Wednesday at 12:30 p. m.
at the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She was
91 years of age.
The deceased was married
in 1909 to Alfred Willis who
preceded her in death on May
29, 1963. She was a member of
the Blood River Church of
Christ. Boni October 27, 1885,
in Henry County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the late
Issaac W. Morgan and Julia
Ann Chilton Morgan.
Mrs. Willis is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Estelle
Dodson, and one son, Chester
Willis,. both of Buchanan,
Tenn., six grandchildren, and
twelve great grandchildren.
The funeral services will be
held Friday at 10:30 a. m. at
the Blood River Church of
Christ with Bro. John Dale
and Bro. Jim Canter of-
ficiating.
Burial will be in the Bethel
Cemetery ip Henry County
with the arrangements by the
Ridgeway Morticians of
Paris, Tenn., where friends
may call.
MEET CANCELLED
The Golden Age Club has
cancelled its meeting
scheduled for. Friday,
February 4, at twelve noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methbdist Church, due
to the, energy crisis.





118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door
Ted E. Pace died Wed-
nesday at one a. m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He was 68
years of age and a resident of
801 McGuire, Paducah.
• Mr. Pace is survived by his
wife, Mrs: Georgia Lester
Pace; one daughter, Mrs.
Linda Reed of Hardin Route
One; one grandson, Timothy
E. Gray, Hardin.
The deceased, born in
Missouri, had lived in
Paducah for the past sixty
years and was %retired parts
salesman for Usher Tran-
sport, Inc. He was a member
of the Bargwett Baptist
Church, Fraternal Order of
the Elks, and American
Legion._ He was a veteran of
World War II.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Herne, Paducah, with the Rev.
Jim Pace and the Rev. Joe
Gardner officiating. Burial
will follow in the Sunny Slope
Cemetery there.





Auditions for Stop The
World, I Want To Get Off, the
Murray State University
Theatre's final production of
the season will be held on
Saturday and Sunday,,
February 12th and 13th, in the
Old Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
There are parts for fifteen
actor-singers.- Auditions will
begin at 10:00 a.m. on
Saturday and at 1:30 p.m. on
Sunday. Each auditioner will
have an eight minute time
period to perform one
prepared song and one
prepared reading.
For further information
contact either the director,
James I. Schempp, assistant
professor of speech and




Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.2, up 0.1. '
Below dam 300.9, down 0.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.2,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.9, down 2.5..
Sunset 5:23 Sunrise 6:58.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 3.1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 300 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 500-75t higher Sows mostly
$1.00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 840.00-40.25
few 40.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 339.50-40.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $38.75-39.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs . 337.75-38.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs  $32.00-3300
US 1-3300.450 lbs 833.00-34.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs  334.00-35.00





[is a Korean Veteran and a Member of AMVETS
Try Channel 21
for ole RO-HO
Beach To Visit ROTC Corps At
Murray State On February 17
Maj. Gen. Charles Beach
Jr., the commanding general
of the .100th _Army Reserve..
Kentucky,' vill
visit the ROTC Corps at two
state universities in4ebruary.
Maj. Gen. Beach, 'who in
civilian _life is a banker and
ownsir insurancy agency in
BeattSyille,_ is scheduled to
talk to the cadets at Morehead
State University Feb. 9 and at
Murray State University Feb.
17.




Kentucky University in the
spring.
The purpose of the visit,
according to Lt. Cot Don
Smith, the division recruiter





In conjunction with the 149th
_Episcopal ,Diocese convention
being held at Murray this
weekend the United Campus
Ministry will sponsor an-open
drama workshop on Friday,
February 4, from 3:30 to 5:00
p. m. in the Fellowship Hall of
the First Presbyterian
Church.
The workshop will be.
directed by five professional
religious dramatists from the
Covenant Players troupe who
have toured internationally
and will be here to stimulate
and encourage the creative
expression of ideas, thoughts,
and feelings during the
Episcopal convention, a UCM
spokesman said.
The drama workshop on
Friday will be open to all
members of the community
regardIss of religious_ af-
filiation. It is ",-hoPed :that
people of all ages from pre-
schoolers to senior citizens
will participate, said UCM
officials.
For further information





Mr. James Gard, MSC
Manager-Postmaster of the
Evansville, IN Sectional
Center, has announced that
Mrs. Edith M. Fuqua has been
appointed Postmaster at the
Farmington, Kentucky, Post
Office, effective January 29,
1977. Charles Long, Postal
Systems Examiner, ad-
ministered the oath of office
Monday, January 31, at the
Farmington Post Office.
In annolincing this ap-
pointment, Mr. John P.
Doran, Postmaster General of
the thirteen-state Region, said
Mrs. Fliqua's nomination by
the Regional Management
Selection Board, and ap-
pointment by Postmaster
General Bailer, was in ac-
cordance with the merit
procedures of the Postal
Service — postal workers can
now aspire to any position in
the Service.
Mrs. Fuqua began her
career with the Postal Service
in March of 1975 as a part time
flexible clerk in the Far=
mington Post Office. In
August, 1975, Mrs. Fuqua was
appointed as Officer-(ñ-
Charge and has served in that
capacity since that time. Mrs.
Fuqua and her husband, Ben,
are ..the parents of three





ORDER your valentine heart cake and we




753-5434 Del. in city limits only
is to explain to the cadets the





presentation that shows the
role of the 100th Division from
its inception to last summer's
participation in a large
training project, REPTRAIN
76, at Ft. Polk, La.
Smith pointed out that the
division and the ROTC
departments have worked
hand-in-hand in the past on
projects benefttlar to both
organizations.
Members of the Century
Division have conducted
training exercises and mark-
manship classes for the ROTC




Marine Sergeant Ronnie L.
Boyd, son of Dorothy M. Boyd
of Box 333, Murray, Ky., has
reported for duty with the 3rd
Marine Division on Okinawa
He joined the Marine Corps
in April 1969.
CENTURYMAN OF THE YEAR . . .Staff Sergeant Rocky
Shapla of Murray has been selected to represent the
Paducah battalion in the annual "Centuryman of the
Year" competition in the 100th Army Reserve Division.
Sgt. Shapla, a drill sergeant in Murray's C Company, was
named the Honor Graduate of the 100th Division's Drill
Sergeant School at Ft. Knox in 1976. The seven-year Ar-
my veteran has also received the National Defense Ser-
vice Medal and the Good Conduct Medal. An employee
of the Vanderbilt Chemical Company in Murray, Shapla




Automatic pay raises of
nearly $13,000 a year for
members of Congress and
other top government officials
are a step closer to reality.
The Senate voted 56 to 42
Wednesday to kill an amen-
dment by Sen. James B. Allen,
D-Ala., to block the increases,
which would boost the




members and other top
government officials were
recommended by former
President Gerald Ford and
supported by President
Carter. They take effect
automatically Feb. 20 unless
the Senate or House In-
tervenes.
Allen told reporters the
issue now appears to be set-
tled. He said he would renew
his efforts to 'block the in-
creases only if at least five
senators tell him they have
shifted position and will vote
no. This might happen if they
felt ':enough beat from back-
home," he said.
Despite the loss, Allen said
at leagt he succeeded in for-
cing a roll call vote that put
senators on record on the pay
-hike.
The vote came on an
amendment Allen offered to a
Senate reorganization bill.
The Senate tabled the
amendment, effectively
killing it.
An attempt may be made in
the House to get an anti-pay
raise resolution out of
committee. But Speaker
Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill has
predicted the House will not
block the pay hikes.
The pay hikes affect 2,4)00
top federal officials directly,
but also will allow 20,000 civil
servants earning $39,600 to get
raises of Up to $7,900 a year.
Smokers School
Is Scheduled
A special Five-Day Plan for
smokers who want to kick the
habit will be held at the Circpit
Court Room of the court' house
in Paris, Tenn., starting
Sunday, February 6, and
continuing through Thursday,
February 10, from 7:00 to 8:30
p. m. each night...
, This plan consists of regular
group therapy sessions, films,
and a daily _personal control
program; and is sponsored by
the West Tennessee Heart
Association and the Paris
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church as a community
service.
A film, "Countdown,"
depicting in full color a lung
cancer operation will be
shown Sunday night, the first
evening of the therapy •
sesgion.
This is a community service
project and no charge will be
made. however a $3.00
registration fee is accepted to
help defray the expenses of,
the materials used. For more
information persons may calf
E. May, Public Relations
Secretary for the • Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist,
Church at 753-0835.
Their pay has been held back
so they would not earn more
than their superiors.
The increases could have
gone into effect without any
vote in either house under
procedures established in a
1967 law.
Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah,
said He will soon introduce
legislation to amend the law so
that affirmative action will be
required by members of
Congress to raise their own
pay.
Majority Leader Robert C.
Byrd, D-W.V A., made the
motion to table Allen's
amendment, calling it "totality
irrelevant to the pending bill."
Byrd noted that, except for a 5
.per cent cost of living ad-
justment in 1975, members'of
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av  -4.16
Aiiro 30's -.•11
Am. Motors 1 unc
Ashland Oil 36% unc
A. T. & T. 634 -%
Ford Motor 59% -%
Gen. Dynamics 59 -%
Gen. Motors 74% -%
Gen. Tire 277, unc
Goodrich 274s unc
Gulf Oil 29% -41
Pennwalt  unc
Quaker Oats 23% -%
Republic Steel 32% -44
Singer Mfg. 20 -L4
TaPPII0 10% ync
Western Union 19 unc
Zenith Radio 212., une
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc. 213% +
McDonalds Corp. 45% -%
Ponderosa Systems 62.. -%
Kimberly Clark 443,  +%
Union Carbide  56% -311
W. R. Grace 30% -34
Texaco  -%
General Elec. 52% -%
GAF Corp., 13 unc








-DisneyCongress have had _ no lAY— Franklin mita
raise since their salaries were
increased in 1969 to $42,500
from $30,000 a year. In the
meantime, the cost of living
has gone up 61 per cent, he
said.
New. York became the 13th
and last of the original colonies
to ratify the Declaration of In-
dependence July 9, 1776.
Meanwhile, natural gas
legislation requested by
President Carter to divert gas
to states hit hardest by the
severe winter could benefit
1$sZuckYalcrisan said. _
Efut legislation might also-
mean some gas is taken from
low-priority uses in Kentucky
and moved to other states.
Harrison said if Kentucky
loses any gas it will be to
-keep people alive" in other
parts of the country.
He repeated his conviction
-that ...Kentucky will have
enough gas to meet essential
human needs.
The state's chief labor
analyst, Robert MacDonald,
said more than 20,000 Ken-
tuckians have been laid off
because of the weather and
fuel shortages. Thousands are
Energy. . • (Continued Frans Page 11
expected to be idled in coming
weeks.
As of Wednesday, 30 school
districts remained closed
because of natural gas cur-
.tai talents. and 14115009,
students were out of class, the
state :Edutition Department
reported.
About 60 barges carrying
fuel oil for northeastern states
began a laborious trip up the
Ohio River for the first time in
two weeks. Much of the
alternate fuel Kentucky needs
is in barges stranded on the
river.
Harrison said a resumption
of barge traffic wouklease the
fuel situation, but cautioned
against expecting overnight
relief.
"It takes time to catch up,"
he said.
Congress. . a 4Coatissbed teem page j
"Our program will em-
phasize conservation," the
President said. Later, he
stressed the point, saying: "in
my brief time in office, I have
learned that there are many
things that a President cannot
do.
"There is no energy policy
we can develop that would do
more good than voluntary
conservation."
Carter said all the sacrifices




luxuries, such as door-to-door
limousine service for many
top officials, including all
members of the White House
- staff. Government officials
can't be sensitive to your
problems if we are living like
royalty here in Washington." .
In addition to setting a tone
for his administration that
emphasized the need for
sacrifice, Carter announced -ceiling on the number of
people employed by federal
government agencies so we
can bring the growth of
government under control."
--;He also promised that his
administration will "express
our concern about violations
of human rights ... without
upsetting our efforts toward
friendly relations wit other
countries."
"There are Many other
areas of domestic policy _—
housing, health, crime,
education, agriculture, and
others — that will concern me
as President but which I do not
have time to discuss tonight,"
he said. He said he would
discuss foreign policy in
another fireside chat.
these specific moves:
—He will reduce the number
of -government regulations
and "make sure that those
that are written ax2e in plain
EnglisW WheWver a
regulation is issued, it will
carry the author's name."
—Changes in the tax laws to
provide a "fairer, simpler
system," are being worked
out with the appropriate
'Members of Congress. "We
will outline the study
procedures soon, and, after
consultation with many
American citizens and with
the Congress, we will present
a program of comprehensive
tax reform before the end of
this year."
—The secretaries of labor
and health, education and
welfare are reviewing the
welfare system, planning a
"complete overhaul ... which
will minimize abuse,
strengthen the family — and
emphasize adequate support
for those who cannot work,
and training and jobs for those
who can." An initial report is
due in 90 days.
—He also pledged to
"support -the Congress in its
efforts to deal with the
widespread fraud and abuse of
our Medicaid system."
—He promised that he and
his Cabinet would conduct "an
open administration" with
frequent press conferences
and reports to the people. He
also promised to appear on
network radio to "accept your
phone calls and answer the
questions that are on your
mind."
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